
ABSTRACT 

An art\.. ~ r k  does not obliterate the traces of its making. In the contemporary technological context 

such "untidiness" is cffectively erased through instrumental methods of production. A great (livide 

exists between instrumental and poetic modalities of disclosure which is no more apparent than in 

the arts of cinema and architecture. The motion picture camera is the emblem par excellence of the 

voyeuristic sensibility of the disembodied 20"' centiiry spectator who inevitably is the very same 

"body" which inhabits the built world. The British artist-filminaker Peter Greenaway calls into 

question numerous aspects of traditional and technological ways of looking and making relevant to 

architectural creation as similarly constitutivc of both functional and poetic realms. Rather tlian 

suppress or deny the traces left upon a work, he valorizes and amplifies them IO create a self- 

reflexivity between work and working as an intertwining of the process and work horizons. His 

ultimate concern is for "conteni" or poetic meaninfi as the aestlietic experience of depth which he 

sees as a matter of the iorm and style o f  mnking. 

Une oeuvre d'art n'oblitère pas les traces de sa fabrication. Dans Ic contexte technologique 

contemporain, un tel "désordre" est effectivement efbcé A travers les méthodes instrumentales de 

production. Une importante division existe entre les modalités instrumentale et poétique de 

révélation qui n'est plus qu'apparente dans les arts du cinéma et de l'architecture. La caméra est 

I'emblême par excellence de la sensibilité voyeuse du spectateur désincarné du 20'"" siècle, qui est 

inévitablement dans le méme "corps" que celui qui habite le monde bi t i .  L'artiste-cinéaste 

Britannique Peter Greenaway remet en question les nombreux aspects des voies traditionnelles et 

technologiques de voir et de faire pertinentes A la création architecturale comme similarité 

constitutive des domaines tant fonctionnel que poétique. Plutôt que de supprimer ou de nier les 

traces laissées par une oeuvre, il les valurise et les amplifie afin de créer une auto-réflexion entre 

I'oeuvre et sa fabrication comme étant un entrelacement entre les horizons du processus et de 

I'oeuvre. Son intérêt ultime est dans le "contenu" ou la signification poétique de l'expérience 

esthétique (le proiondeur qu'il perçoit comme une question de forme et de sryle de fabricarion. 



"Praise and gratitude on the occasions of the harvesi, good weather, victory, 
marriage, peace:-al1 these festivals require a subject upon which the feel- 
ing can be discharged. One desires that al1 good things that happen to one 
sliould have been done to one: one desires a doer. The same applies to 
works of ari: one is not satisiied with them alone: one praises the doer." 

-Nietzsche, The Will 10 Power, apliorism 775 

"An arm plunges to the bottom ois well, reirieving a wet angel. Is it siill breathing?" 
-Maria Torok, "Theoretra: An Alternative to Theory" (1982) 



"From time immemorial we have ascribed the value of an action, a character, an existence, to 
the inrenrion, the purpose for the sake of which one has acted or lived: this age-dd idiosyncrasy iinally 
takes a dangerous turn-provided, that is, that the absence of intention and purpose in events cornes 
more and more to the forefront of consciousness. Thus there seems to be in preparation a universal 
devaluation: "Nothing has any meaning3'-this melancholy sentence means "Ail meaning lies in 
intention, and if intention is altogether lacking, then meaning i s  altogether lacking, too." In accordance 
with this valuation, one was constrained to transfer the value of life to a "life aiter death." or to tlie 
progressive development of ideas or of mankind or of the people or beyond mankind; but with that one 
had arrived at a progressus in infinirum of purposes: one was at last constrained to make a place ior 
oneself in the "world process" iperhaps with the dysdaemonistic perspective that it was a process into 
nothingness). 

In this regard. "purpose" requires a more vigorous critique: one must understand that an 
action is never caused by a purpose; that purpose and means are interpretations whereby certain points 
in an event are emphasized and selected at the expense of other points, which, indeed. form tlie 
majority; that every single lime something i s  done with a purpose in view, something fundamentally 
different and other occurs; that every purposive action is like the suppoaed purposiveness of the heat 
the Sun gives oil: the enormously greater part is squandered; a part hardly worth considering SeNeS a 
"purpose," has "meaning"; that a "purpose" and its "means" provided an indescribably impracise 
description, which can. indeed, issue cominands as a prescription, as a "will." But which presupposes a 
system o i  obedient and trained look, which in place of indefinite entities posit nothing but iixed 
magnitudes li.e., we imagine a system of shrewder but narrower intellects that posit purposes and 
means, in order to be able to ascribe to Our only known "purpose" the role of the "cause of an action," 
to which procedure we really have no right: it would mean solving a problem by placing the solution in 
a world inaccessible to oui observation-). 

Finally: why could "a piorpose" not be an epiphenomenon in the series of changes in the 
activating forces that bring about the purposive action-a pale image sketched in consciousness 
beforehand that serves to orient us concerning events, even as a symptom of events, nor as their 
cause?-But with this we have criticized the will itself: it is not an illusion to take for a cause that 
which rises to consciousness as an act of will? Are not al1 phenomena of consciousness merely terminal 
phenomena, final links in a chain, but apparently conditioning one another in their succession on one 
level of the consciousness? This could be an illusion-" 

-Nietzsche, The Will ro Power, aphorism 666 

"Science does not ask us u.hat drives us to this will: it rather denies that will is exercised, and 
holds that something quite different occurs-in shon, that the belief in "will" and "purpose" is an 
illusion. It does not inquire alter the motives of an action, as if these had been present in consciousness 
before the action; but i t  first breaks up the action into a group of mechanistic phenomena and seeks the 
previous history of this mechanistic motion-but it does not seek it in feeling. sensation, thinking. I t  
can never take the explanation from this quarter: sensation i s  precisely the material that is  to be 
explained.-lts problem is: to explain the world wirhour taking sensations as causes: for that would 
mean: considering sensations as the cause of sensations. Ils task is certainly not accomplished 

Therefore: either no will-the hypothesis of science-or free will. The latter assumption the 
dominant feeling irom which we cannot get loose. even if the scientific hypothesis were proved true. 

The popular belief in cause and effect is iounded on the presupposition that tee will is the 
cause of every efiect: it is only (rom this that we derive that every cause is nor an eifect but only always 
a cause-il the will is the cause. "Our acts of will are not necessary"-this idea i s  contained in the 
concept of "will." What is necessary is the effect following upon the cause-this is  what we feel. That 
our willing. tao. is in every case a compulsion is a hypothesis." 

-Nietzsche, The Will ro Power, aphorism 667 
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POETIC MANIFESTATION AND TECHNOLOCICAL DISCLOSURE 

"You must forgive me if I seem to want to pull fragments iogeiher. I i  is a reirospcctive impulse: 
tlie need to find rhyilim in noise, meaning in chance, correspontlence in objecis and siories 
perhaps unrelated. And more: ii  is the overwhelming urge ... io make whole what cannot be 
made whole, to patch the white spaces between tlie truih wiih serviceable lies."' 

Work as Process: Peter Greenaway's Twisting o f  Technology is a theoretical 

meditation upon the practice of artistry as most poignantly evidenced in the 

'becoming-art' of the arts and concretely expressed in the form andstyle ofmaking. 

The following argument hinges upon an investigation which aims to be in keeping 

with the poetic discourse carried forth through the work and words of the British 

artist-filmmaker, Peter Greenaway. The basic presumption which frames the text is 

that the artistic practice which Greenaway cultivates and carries forth is relevant to 

a general discussion on making in the contemporary technological context in that it 

sets the work to work i n  a unique modality thereby offering a radical 'model' of art 

and expression, the creative process and the aesthetic experience. In this capacity, 

the intention is to articulate a theory of making which accounts for the unique 

creative process which guides and propels his artistic practice. 

The contextual presumption of the present discussion asserts that the 

inventive and reconciliatory world of art is set within the inimical modality of 

technological disclosure whose end is domination and control of non-human and 

human nature alike. Broadly assumed, these two categories of human production, 

poetic manifestation and technological disclosure, are responsible for the "sheer 

unending variety of things" we fabricate.' The latter modality is most prevalent in 

which we create "in order to" accomplish something whose goal is clear and 

whose means, strictly speaking, are known. Things are created in order to function, 

be useful, and to be consumed. Such intended interna1 standards determine the 

object's form, substance, durability and existence or, in other words, its ontological 

status in the world. Whether this be in order to launch satellites which circle the 

earth and form Our communication and defense systems or to construct democratic 

' Uoutlas Compcr. Dcliriiim(New York. 1998) p.1 JI 
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and capitalistic orders to carry forth the politico-economic machine of late 

modernity these endeavors have transparent means and unambiguous ends. 

The innovatory, radical universe of poetic manifestation, is naturally one of 

conciliation and mediation; an exclusively mortal and opaque realm in which the 

"work of art does not obliterate the traces of its own createdness" thereby 

maintaining its strangeness and otherness in the world.' It is through the 

maintenance of this alterity that the work of art endures, lives, and stands before us 

thereby resisting the scientific, operational tendency to treat everything as a mere 

posit or construct. It is one in which "the earth juts into the world" through the 

dehiscence of the aesthetic experience. We make art "in order to be" and "for the 

sake of" expressing and conveying meaning consequently prompting the artist to 

place significance over utility, beauty over use, poetic speech over communication. 

The artist does not proceed upon a clearly defined path visible from a vantage point 

outside of ourselves and the world. The inception and (udfinishing process of the 

creative act cannot be conceived, only executed. For our purposes, the 

fundamental distinction between poetic and technological disclosure is essentially 

an issue of the nature o f  thinking and embodiment in the creative endeavor.' 

Cinema was born as a technological being, a thoroughly modern medium of 

expression and representation.' At once the laboratory and technique of 

modernism, it is situated at the heart of the problematic of making in a 

technological world. Its very form and processes of presentation undermined the 

cultural assumptions and institutions of the eighteenth century already 

revolutionized by modern science. Thus, motion pictures were situated at a crucial 

juncture in Western culture's historical development, the end of the beginning of 

"The relatam wth  technology has aswmcd a ccnlral ttnponance in the arts An thc lwcnlmth ccntury, not only in tcrms ai tlle 
.per 18c ~ c r t m q ~ r .  ui we d w x w  art,. nhnclt ran hc <vc,n w r r p h v r v  .>I r luw ranyo. hul .i io  n term, oi trchnduqy .I. .I 

T l w  E m l a  .\trdt~nulv. Iran< Ion W Snyurr 1Ua.l more. I'IHIII p 9 i .  



modernity, thus celebrating its full fleclged entrance into the world. As with many 

developments during this period, the fervor and excitement of technological 

invention was not accompanied by a critical distance in which to reflect upon the 

possibilities of "use" beyond its obvious function in the advancement of reason, 

knowledge, and control. Accordingly, there exists a sort of technological 

determinism if you will, where the technologically conceived instrument mutually 

confirms and serves the epistemological and ontological structures which brought 

forth the equipment, technique, or device. 

The filmic medium is generally assumed to be capable of faithfully and 

truthfully representing a picture of the world. Through a technological device, the 

camera, one is capable of 'capturing' or 'recording', flawlessly and with ease, life 

and movement as i t  is in  reality. In keeping with basic metaphysical tenets of 

modernity, two derivative assumptions can be made which, more than any other, 

continue to dictate the language and vocabulary of cinema. Firstly, cinema makes a 

representational clairn as objective, truthful and faithfui to reality based upon the 

one-to-one correspondence theory of truth. Such fixed-point mechanical 

reproduction or recluplication of the world situates it in direct relation to a type of 

"realism." Secondly, as technological, it claims transparency as a medium. In other 

words, through the mechanical device of the camera, the 'content' is exclusively 

derived from the intentional field of the artist with no significant friction from the 

medium itself. What we are left with is a medium which has taken on the forms, 

language and vocabulary of theater and the novel or painting prior to 1850, with 

virtually no innovation in and of itself as cinerna6 ln terms of its technological and 

representative powers, cinema is a chameleon or protean cyborg capable of 

morphing to its environment. The above notions of representational 'realism' and 

modal 'transparency' are by no means specific to cinema. In fact they indicate a 

more generalized way of looking in al1 the arts and the wide-ranging transformation 

of the way in  wliich we see the world typified by the voyeuristic, disembodied 

character of the twentieth century spectator. 

* This argument is no1 m iar in principlc iroin Nirtische's cptgonc or 'thc problcin oi an cxccis oi Iii5loiical consciousnr.\r 
ihat plagucs ... humaniiy al I~L .  begiiining or latc-hlodcniity and prcvcnir il ira!" pradiicing a truly ncw history. In panicular. 
ihir cxcesr oi  hiriorical cansciiiusncss prcvciitr ninerccnlli-ccntury Europcan rivilization irom dcrcloping a speciitc style oi  
iis own, and conscqucntly rcquires it IO dcrtvc tlic iorms oi  itr art. arrhiicciurc. iasliion and so on irom ihc va.1 warctiousc oi  
th - t rd  marks and COSIU~L'S thal thc ~ " $ 1  has k m e  ior il: Vatiimo , I % W  pi65 



The orientation of Greenaway's varied practice takes a clue from these 

criticisms which are further qualified by his vast, patient experience as a technician 

and artist. The limitations, instrumental biases and technological character of the 

cinematic medium are well known to Greenaway as a seasoned filmmaker with 

tliirty-plus years of experience-in virtually al1 aspects of filmmaking. He began his 

filmmaking career as a doorkeeper for the British Film lnstitute which eventually 

lead to work in the distribution department and finally as a 'third-assistant-editor on 

trial.' In 1965 he began an eleven year stint as an editor and later director at the 

Central Office o f  Information (1967-78) in which he becarne familiar witli several 

technical and seemingly mundane aspects of filming and editing sound and film.' 

Point in fact is the artistic tradition within which Greenaway belongs consciously 

recognizes the transparent fallacy of technique, representational and otherwise. 

Whereas modern science maintains the supposition that technique is neutral in its 

rnediation of the world, Creenaway evinces and manipulates the formal 

determinism of various techniques from within technology itself. 

This is a crucial point upon which the following argument rests. 

Greenaway's ontological and operational understanding of technology is 

fundamental to his artistic activity which steadfastly works within (traversin6 rather 

than merely a means or instrument) the inherent techniciif of cinema in an attempt 

to twist or "distort" technology in a constructive, hopeiul manner. Despite his often 

acidic and ironical cominentary on the post-modern condition, Greenaway does 

' Grcctidway's lcaving il ic COI c m ~ i d c d  wiil i tlic making o i  A MWk Tliroii,gli H (19781 whirli will bc di.ruwd laicr. Tliv 
COI made iiiostly documcniary, propigandii. and educatirmal iilnrs iur ihc Ilri i idi guvcrnmcnl and war crucial to Iilr 
dcvcliiprncni and apli<irtunity. Uiiring ihis crnploymcni Grccnaway was in 111s so-cdlcd "<tiiiciimliri" period. 

"Thcrc inurt have brci i  iliiriy peoplr ... ~ imh ing  out tlicsc programr dl ovcr the world. Yoii nevcr Lncw wli.11 
Iiappcwd IO tlicin. Tlirrc was no iccdback. II wa* calculaicd ili.~t a i l ~ i rd  01 ihc world'r population war wcitig thev  
iiIi?ic-l mcaii ihc higgcst wdicncc I could Ihupe ior. 

l ' in wrc a loi o i  i l ic rtuii war terrililc. 1 rcmembcr tiialinc progranir wpportuig UUT ior rpicading iin iicld* !ni  
South Airica. I rcmcmher makiiig dociiincniarics aboi11 dricd iiitlk ior Iiahir* III India. All therc hurrcnd<iu*-r\iii>tlici 
p w g r m  vhich 1 ,II thc iime tlioiighi oa, vcry duliious: iarincrr wcrc cnr<iiiragrd IO gruh uut ilicir hedgcs aiid ni& 
bipger iicldr. p i i l  imorc aiid more icrtil,zcr<. iake down tlic iorots and ii l l in ilie rn.irrhcs. ... I had .i Iittlc Ihatid ~n al1 !liai 
p r u l q a n d ~  

Dcspite rewrvationr abeui coiwnt ('II'+ no1 rvarily Gochhclr bu1 it'r rctro,pcciivcly rio to bc proud OP). Grcrn.tw.iy iouiid 
cinployineiit .il ihc COI conducwc to liis i w n  rvork: "1 4iould have Icii carlicr hii l I war well pmd. rxtrcinely wr l l  pud. .>!id 
wiil i tliat lnoncy I could buy canictas. I could Iiuy stock. and ih il ic cvciiings I coiild w c  al1 ihc iaciliiics I wùr u w p  
proiwsionally. ... So it war a uwiul littlc ,«ri o i  nc<t ior m c d c c c n i  salary. iar i l i i~er ai my bcck and call. and. w th in  il ic 
COI. a certain .imauiit uiirecdoni." Amy iawrcncc. llic Fibiis oiPe>efcr Crccnway ILnndoii, 1997) ppY.10. 

* Thir Hcidcggcrian l e m  tr gencrally dcii~icd a* the c w n c c  o i  icclinology a\ a way o i  beinpin.thc-world. 



not subscribe to the common view of 'overcoming' and attempting to negate 

technology in favor o f  some utopic originary past. Quite to the contrary, he 

embraces it and al1 its ontological and practical ramifications so as to discover 

positive possibility and opportunity. This notion of working within and not "leaving 

behind" teclinology i s  what Gianni Vattimo has argued through Heidegger's term 

verwindung whose precursor he locates in  Nietzsche. Heidegger's idea of 

verwindung is "not a critical overcoming (überwindung) in the 'modern' sense of 

the term." Vattimo claims it is "a 'weakening' of Being [that] allows thought to 

situate itself in  a constructive manner within the post-modern condition."' This is 

the hopeful and "healing" possibility of art as a distortion (verwindung) withinlof 

technology where a re-collection (andenken) of the originary forms of being human 

may occur. Hence, the penultimate re-conciliatory and mediatory role of art."' 

As such, it is the contention here that the widely held "uneasiness" one 

experiences in a Greenaway film has less to do with the overt 'content' (violence, 

nudity, sex, death) to which it is generally prescribed, than with the distortion of 

technological ways o f  making and seeing the world." This un-easy feeling is an 

embodied experience of an unusual sort which undoubtedly has a parallel, yet 

subservient, analogical thread ostensibly presented in the subject matter in which 

the body-as-object and its processes are presented and manipulated in al1 sorts of 

perverse ways. Notwithstanding the importance of such moribund and amatory 

aspects in his work, it is asserted here that the primary directive for GreeRaway in 

the process of making a film is fundamentally an issue of "iwisting" Cartesian 

models of opticality (i.e., perspectiva artificialis) through the "painterly eye" which 

he cultivates by way of investigations in varying 'flat' media which reciprocally 

inform his cinema. In other words, it is the nature of the presentation rather than 

the presented which creates the preternatural uneasiness in viewing his work. His is 

'loi oirit. i l i i s  idr li.3. r icm pvi\i,tr.ni iIiii,ii~wi.i ilic .içc. IO onr lorm <ir ihc u n c r  .i\ ircoiit o.ilion and rowdinw'r wiih 
lfir Iir.iirii<. In II>, iupw 2nd i i ~ r  thc prrwit ui. i tww~ ttrlini>lugy i' ttic irb,i.rt i i t  rr.<on<il a i  un. " 1 r,rliiiol~icy 0. ont. ci! 
ihc Ir$\ Ili n p .  i t nul Ilir, uii ly ilitng. nw<t oi 18. do iioi +c*i (8" .  .ind \ ficc 185 Ili'. i,r#iiirlng p m c  pie 01 O L . ~  1 \ c r  il\ \i~ti., 
dnd 1. \i.~ii.< unly. is GJ~lrd.~ Tum U.iit~y. rd. So,ovrn% n i i  Ilic Ncn Ll'~~rldiOll~1v.1. IcJH(iI pL0. 

" Grecnway rcvels in llrc iact tha i  aiidtcnrw riircn wdk uui in disgui during his iilinr and that lhcy Ihavc brcn 'banned' in 
varwu, couniries. He vicws his  matter-of-brt aliiiudc as justificd in his am, lo oticnd 2nd pravokc rathcr ihan tu nicrcly 
'cnicrtain.' This has  bccn a cammon ciicct and cxplicit i n m i  o i  variou< 'scandslous' m<ivemcnis and artirtq wliirh 
Grcemway sec. h i m d  as a conmuity. Namcl, the Suirealin a d  b c i m  !hem lhc Uadmls, Ermt Duchamp. Ioyce, C a p .  
Kltai and so on. 



a quest for an uncanny sort of depth which is clecidedly not the largely taken for 

granted static perspectival deph of the camera. It is a phenomenal, lived depth 

which makes an often nonplussed audience squirm in their seatç or simply get up 

and walk out of the theater. Paradoxically, in a Creenaway film one actively 'feels' 

this curious depth in an aesthetic experience which is by its very nature sedentary 

and disembodied. 

In the context of the abundant proliferation of work produced by 

Creenaway, it would be impossible and unnecessary to consider the majority of his 

work. The scope of the present discussion demands that only a selected amount of 

work need be approached in  order to denionstrate the thetic concerns as outlined 

above. It is his process of making which is of concern and the uniqueness of his 

theory of aitistry can be exhibited in a specific set of work as a sort of microcosm of 

his creative activity in general. The work to be placed under purview may appear 

as capricious in its selection and to some extent this is true. But regardless of the 

work chosen as the discursive springboard, the hypothesis supports al1 work in that 

it is representative of his form and style of making. 

The following discussion wil l  proceed according to a thematic which best 

exemplifies Creenaway's twisting of perspectival space and the uncanny 

phenomenal depth affected by this subversion. Furthermore, the inter-relation of his 

non-cinematic process work and his cinema as reciprocally informing the other is a 

sub-theme essential to this intentional scope. Therefore, the discussion wil l  first 

take the form of a theoretical discussion concerning looking and making in the 

contemporary technological context as already initiated. The primary body of the 

text will concern a selection of work which does not conform to a chronological 

order since Greenaway's creative process itself lacks such a structure or sequence 

in  fact and intention. Firstly, the film and accompanying drawings in The 

Draughtsman's Contract (1 982) wil l  be discussed as the genesis of Creenaway's 

critical consideration of perspective and the cinematic space of the camera. 

Secondly, the graphic series entitled A Framed Life (1988-89) will be discussed as 

an investigation and refinement of the 'painterly eye' crucial to his notion o i  

looking and creation. Next, the televisual project A TV Dante (1989) serves as a 

medium which is positioned in-between filmic perspective and the flatness of 

painting allowing for a unique h r m  of montage which has become a signature of 
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sorts for Greenaway. Through various works including the map-collages contained 

in the film A Walk Through H (1978) and the digital collage in Prospero's Books 

(1 991) and 100 Allegories to Represent the World (1 998) a discussion concerning 

collage and collage work as a manipulation of figure and ground within dominant 

perspectival forms will conclude the discussion. 

The interest in the work and creative activity of a filmmaker in a graduate 

program of architecture is curious but not irrelevant to the making of architecture. 

The reasons being primarily related to the effects of contemporary technological 

modalities of disclosure impressed upon poetic manifestation in  general. Among 

the arts, cinema and architecture are most conspicuously affected, if not 

determined by technological being-in-the-world and instrumentally dictated 

processes of production in contrast to the more "traditional" arts, although none are 

immune from reductive modalities of thinking, making and experiencing the 

artifacts which they produce. Such rnodalities of rnaking are accepted largely in 

part because of ends, which are sought "in order to" entertain, inform, or function, 

outweigh issues of poetic significance and meaning. On the other hand, meaningful 

or poetically significant works are not achieved by simply intending them. They 

must be propitiously discovered and artfully brought-forth. Such manufacture is 

decidedly not predictably or instrumentally realized. Again, the crux of the matter 

returns to the process of making rather than intended ends. If nothing else, creative 

expression elicits ends which are unexpected and surely unpredictable. 

Although there exists several pertinent similarities and overlaps between the 

artifacts and aesthetic experience of cinema and architecture," the primary interest 

of the following discourse is the creative process which Greenaway carries forth 

and unabashingly situates within the contemporary technological context. As 

mentioned, his practice constitutes a subversion of Cartesian space and the 

perspectival mode1 of opticality of which the motion picture carnera is the emblem 

par excellence. Ours is a culture which suffers from a form of amaurosis whose 

effects are total i n  Our experience of the world. ln  this regard, the parallel to 

architecture rests in the fact that these very same technologically mitigated 

" For cxamplc. the rolc eacli playr in thc crinsiruciion a i  a rocially shmd 5pacc r i  appcarancc. Siniilarnicr n i  inrm and 
ctinicni, mcmr and ends bciivccn the diwplitics aliound. as impliciily acknowlcdpd bby Crcenaway who oitcn displ~res thc 
rolc oi  the iiImmakcr/dircctor ihroufih the i l l ~ i ~ l c r  oi il. ~rcl~ilcct, 



modalities of seeing and making dominate architectural production and therefore, 

its artifacts. Although architecture is not thought of as "sedentary and 

disembodied," the way in which architecture is approached is from an abstract 

distance typified by Cartesian perspectival space. The technologicized body of 

architecture and art is one in which the senses are an-aesthetized. "Ours is a culture 

based on excess, on overproduction; the result is a steady loss of sharpness in Our 

sensory experience. All the conditions of modern life-its material plenitude, its 

slieer crowdedness-conjoin to dull Our sensory faculties."" In our journalistic and 

photographie culture, if buildings 'looks' functional or are visually amenable to 

one's unyualified taste, it is judged to be "good" architecture. In essence, the same 

disembodied spectator Sitting in a cinematic venue is the same an-aesthetized body 

which 'moves through' the built world. 

Architecture is as radically technological as cinema. By the same token, the 

possibility and opportunity of architecture to affect a healing through the twisting of 

(itç) technological being is amplified to a greater degree due to its latency and 

prevalence in the world. To this effect, i t  is essential that the discipline of 

architecture recognize and traverse the technological world in which it exists. Thus, 

the issues of Cartesian opticality-space and technology found in cinema, and 

Creenaway's interrogation of their ontological nature, are relevant to the 

experience and making of architecture as fact and artifact. 

The distinction between "art" and more mundane forms of manifestation 

commonly exists in both cinema and architecture. Surely it infects al1 discussions 

on art in the contemporary context but seems to be more pronounced in these 

inherently technological disciplines. The distinction itself may be an issue of how 

technology is addressed in the making of their respective artifacts. Greenaway 

himself categorically distinguishes between what he calls cinerna c-inema versus 

"dominant cinema", which vaguely follows the line commonly drawn in the film 

industry between art-house film and "Hollywood" versions of entertainment. 

Similarly, architecture continually struggles with its roots in art and its functional 

requirements of use. An equivalent polarization takes the form of architecture-as-art 

as distinct from architecture-as-(merel-building. The contention here is that this 
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very real separation is an issue of whether the inherent technological character of 

(making} architecture was merely taken for granted or chùllenged in the ameliatory 

creative process. 

O f  course, the intentional schema of filmmakers and architects dictate to 

some degree, into which category their artifacts fall. But as Nietzsche asserted in  

The Wil l  To Power, intentions or "purposiveness" is "an epiphenomenon in the 

series of changes in the activating forces that bring about the purposive action-a 

pale image sketched in consciousness beforehand that serves to orient us 

concerning events, even as a symptom of events, not as their cause."" The nature 

of the artifacts produced depends as much, if not more, upon the way i n  whicli 

works are brought forth. In other words, the distinction is misplaced if merely taken 

as an issue of ideological camps which set "art" against "mere" 

entertainmentlbuilding. Such discussions, commonly found in  art history or 

architectural criticism, almost without exception, conform to the Enlightenment 

model of 'objectification' and focus upon the objects and personalities of art thus 

avoiding the more fundamental issue of the creative process as that which 

determines the ontological status of an artifact. Greenaway subverts the 

Enlightenment aesthetic as the privileged discourse of the object and self-reflexively 

puts the making itself in the foreground of the viewer's vision. 

His creative process is a paradigm of making critical of the instrumental 

context in which it finds itself. He matches the ubiquity of the technological forces 

upon cinema with that of his own creative energy. His highly inventive approach to 

making films rejects any formulait understanding of cinema. Such conceptions of 

the cinematic work proceed according to instrumentally derived formal 

determinants such as conventional narrative structures, scripts and story-boards, 

time and venue standards, framing and editing techniques, and, not least of which, 

the fixed, voyeuristic view of the movie camera. He leaves little unquestioned 

within his art, technical and otherwise. As such, his practice stands as an exemplar 

of sorts which may offer up some ches to poetic manifestation in general which 

works within and through a thoroughly modern and technological medium. 

Architecture would have much to learn as its "design process" and programmatic 



narratives have become increasingly instrurnentalized and tiresome, like a 

Hollywood sequel. 



THEORIES OF AKTISTRY 

"[Thel artist ... speaks as the first n ian spoke and painis as il n o  one hatl ever paintetl I~efore. 
What he  expresses cannoi, ilicrefore, b c  the translation o f  a clearly tlefined thought, since such 
clear thoughts have alreatly been uttered b y  ourselves o r  b y  others. 'Concepfion' cnnnot 
precede 'execution.'Therc is noihing but a vague fever before the act o f  artistic expression, and 
on ly  the work  itself, cornplcted and understood, is proof that there was sornething rathcr than 
nothing t o  be  ~ a i d . " ' ~  

Upon initial inspection the most apparent observation concerning Greenaway's 

work and process lies in the diversity and multiplicity of media he utilizes in his 

artistic endeavors. The oeuvre and creative fecundity of Greenaway, arguably 

suggests one of the most diverse and prolific artists working today. The shear welter 

of work alone is remarkable, but when seen in its unique modal diversity and 

plurality of media it is truly extraordinary. When Greenaway's portfolio is 

considered, present so-called 'multimedia' work pales in comparison. His creative 

efforts traverse conventionally distinct and supposedly separate disciplines 

encompassing a multiplicity of the arts. His attempts to use several disciplines 

across many cultural fields reaches such a breadth that within the totality of his 

work, his filmography takes a less dominant role than what is to be expected from a 

renown filmmaker. In addition to his films, his work includes paintings, collage, 

drawings, writings, assemblagelrnodels, gallery and urban installations, exhibit art, 

TV projects, and an opera exists to his credit.'"n many cases, his collaboration in 

areas such as set-design and the composition of music is signifiant to the point of 

CO-author thereby extending his artistry beyond direct and exclusive manufacture." 

Although impressive in itself, an abundance of work and cornpetence in 

several media are not sufficient to constitute a theory o f  making. What is of greater 

concern in this regard is the interrelation between works and different forms of 

expression. A theory of artistry is not located objectively in the work alone but 

manifests itself in the highly subjective form and style o f  the creative process itself. 

As such, the discussion which follows concerns the relation between his cinema 

'* Cmcnaway lias collaboratcd with Luiai\ Andric*scn in an opcra entitlcd 'Kora. a Himc Draina'. Thcy niIl bc prcwniing 
mother opera cniitlcd 'Wrtting IO Vcrmccr' which will bc prcm~eicd by Netherlands Opcra in Amsterdam on 1 Decrmhw 
1999. 

a " Grcenaway oncn commenis on tlic large ~ a l c  and collaborativc naturc oicincina whirh hc pardieIr wiih arrhiiccriiic. 



and his non-filmic work as it demonstrates the uniqueness of his creative process 

and subsequent twisting of technology. The work considered varies throughout in 

its ontological status from 'process' drawings and collages to presumably finished 

cinematic work. Regardless of existential or epistemological worth according to 

conventional standards, it is assumed here that al1 work contributes and holds 

together the living body of the oeuvre attributed to Greenaway. The underlying 

force sustaining such integrity between works is what will be referred to as a sysiein 

o f  equivalences unique to the arts." Such relation between varying arts is not one 

of objective correspondence or explicable doctrine, but one of a mutual and silent 

embodiment brought about by the comprehensive activity of making. 

In general, theories of making or production have taken a dramatic turn 

toward the instrumental in the past two hundred years. The very Modern desire for 

clarity in al1 we do and the prediction of Our actions makes the relationship 

between theory and practice, as one of correspondence and linear determination, 

problematic. However, the wildness of creative expression does not conform to 

such a techno-logical model. The creative event arises spontaneously and is 

brought-forth in an utterly unpredictable manner which is impossible to prescribe 

or instrumentally initiate. On the other hand, artists do not proceed pell-mell. 

Artistry and creative innovation is not cultivated through a practice devoid of 

reflection upon itself. It is possible to theoretically account for the original advent of 

making as it concretely occurs in the creation of an artifact. Art attempts the 

unspeakable act of reconciliation with the world for the sake of conveying a 

signifiant experience and, since what is "to be said" ostensibly remains beyond 

language and codified means of representation, it is impossible to explicate the 

aesthetic experience or creative expression in  precise terms. Therefore, the notion 

of theory thenceforth engaged is a retroactive and disinterested reflection upon 

practice which hermeneutically and descriptively considers the way in  which 

artists prepare for and proceed with their art by concretely situating concerns and 

abilities in work (v.) and works (n.); i.e., in the immediacy and specificity of the 

unpredictable flux we cal1 process. 

'"Th< pliiliiwphicd cuiiccpl 15 iound in the wurk of hliuricc Mcrleau-l'oniy aiid will bc discuircd beluw 



I'AKl i\: INTHOULICTION Tl l t< lHIfS Or AHTISTKY 1.1 

When articulated in its specificity, a description of "the creative act itself" 

takes the form of a theory of artistry which is "not simply a theoretical investigation 

of the arts. It differs from Our modern day literary and artistic critiques in that it 

represents a performer's or artist's attempts to describe his or her own experience of 

production or composition so as to pass this knowledge down to future generations 

of artists. Obviously, such an approach is still a theoretical investigation of the arts, 

but it is a theory formulated only in light of the practice of artistic creation.""' 

While impossible to prescribe or explain in fact, the aesthetic-creative experience 

requires descriptive modalities capable of accounting for the richness and 

polysemic character of the wild eventladvent i t~el f .~ '  The character of the "theory" 

sought for here is that of a diegetic account which describes a journey taken. The 

relationship between theory and practice here i s  not one of two distinct realms of 

cause and effect, abstract and concrete, subject and object, or any of the familiar 

dichotomies. Theory, in this sense, is not applied, predictive and prescriptive but 

descriptive and after-the-fact as a sort of mythic rendering or testimony like a 

recounting of a journey, voyage, or hunting expedition. 

Theories of artistry are accounts of the experience of making or doing art 

from the stand-point of the artist-maker. They can be descriptions given by the 

artist, similar accounts given by a witness-spectator, or a mixture of both narratives 

such as wil l  occur here. The goal is to assume a theoretical posture which is in 

keeping with the 'thought' which occurs in and through the making of an artifact or 

series of artifacts. Contained therein is a unique, art-full notion of theoretical 

thought inseparable from the specificity of practice and integral to creative 

expression: i.e., thinking through making. 

In the mysterious and inexplicable activity of poetic making one must 

account for the vagaries of thought intertwined with the embodied opacity of the 

""'The iunciion oi rriiicirrn rl>uuld bc IO show Iiow il is ivliat tr i ï .  cvcn diar ir is ivlial il is iathcr than Io show %dial if nicwn\. 
... Ihi plicc of a hcnncncuiics wc nced .ln crorrrs dan." Sont.ig. (New York. 19671 p.14. This polcmlcal stairnicni cnncludrs 
the essay. Sontafi is arguing iar an aeitlictic expencnce wliicli is iirsi and iorernost an cxperiencc u i  Ille senw oi  rvhtch I cati 
only agrce. Howevcr, I do iiot belicve onc can discount ilic Iiernicncutir-pliei~o~ncnol~~~ical approarhes in ihc iiianncr oi  
l'ad Ricoeur and Maurice hlcrlcw-Poiity in ,~rlirulaling rlic rncaniq and .iurlicnricity o i  thar cxpcrience, no rnattcr Iiow 
urrwisional and dclicatc. 



making self. The irrational nature which seizes upon chance as divination i s  not 

explained. It can only be displaced into things and figures and found in the 'traces' 

written in the work through its making. Throughout history theories of making have 

recognized the unpredictability of becoming and its muteness in the face of 

conventional language. Artists have consistently evoked a language full of nuance 

and suggestion to describe their actions, obsessions and impulses. It takes the form 

and expressive capability of dreams, anecdotes, analogy and metaphor: a vague 

precision necessary to provisionally sketch the operations of the dark 

consciousness. For example, in "Beyond Painting," Max Ernst formulates Iiis 

description or theory of artistry by way of a dream in the manner of psychoanalysis. 

As a complementary theme, artists often create a second voice, an alter ego of 

sorts, to "speak their mind." For example, such characters are found in  Marcel 

Duchamp's Rrose Selavy or the Ubu figure in the case of LeCorbusier. 

Much has been made of Greenaway the technician. However, in deference 

to the clear, rational, unambiguous processes of scientific thought Greenaway 

explicitly acknowledges the darkness of the essentially poetic realms of the 

irrational, impulsive and obsessive. His valorization of this aspect of creative 

activity finds expression in the reoccurring yet enigmatic figure of Tulse Luper." No 

definitive explanation is ever given although Luper's presence throughout his work 

is evident. Within Greenaway's oeuvre, this character appears as a mysterious 

figure at times but who continually forms the ground for his creative activity. He 

seems to be an exile in this technological world, often imprisoned by the rational 

and instrumental constraints Greenaway wholeheartedly engages. Luper re-collects 

things and ideas lost to such 'realities' and inhabits the depths of consciousness 

from which poetic utterance is issued thereby complimenting Greenaway the 

:' "L iqw is  i dca i i~ed  with loiin Cage h t n ~ ~ l i .  and the cvw-ialkmç BUC~IIIII)\IC~ FUJICI and ccrtainly Martel Uiirh.iinp. and 
rcriainly my iatlier. and latcr Saciia Vsrny. cinemati>grapiicr. If was a coiirr.nicnt alter ego cmbractng lnany Iicriic* ,mi part, 
« i  herocs and Iicroc pans o i  Icrwr divinitic\-like S.imuel Iohrison. Iiecaiiw Iic wak a iar man and iiad big i ~ r t  end nirdc the 
iirrt Engli4i dictionary and luvcd Mm. Thralc Iwho \vas hi and ncariy alwayr pregnant). Likc Edrvard Gihbon whii W.>\ .I 
Iiirturical cricyclopedisi and a lw  a iat inan caricaturcd whcclinfi Ihi' i~c l l y  in a harrow. Like Lawrciice Sternc wtio $va* in«! 
c<pcci.illy iai and wriiic my  i.ivoritc encyclopcdi~r novcl. and Thorntim Wiidcr wlio was no1 erpecmliy ial hiif wo te  fl ic only 
novci I'vc rcad cncyclaprdicaiiy tcn iiincs. Like Linnacus. Darwin. Ne\vtuii. Uoulléc iwho had a (51 n x c i .  d'hlr.n~h~rt. 
Audubon. Arbucklc. and ahoiit a tliuusand otiicrs-eiihcr i.iI or rncyî loprdir i~ or prcierably hoth." Leon Stcitiinen and I'aer 
Grcendwav. llic World oiPefcr Griviiaiv.iviBostiin. 19951 u l  LI. 



consummate technician. Luper represents the "other side," i f  you will, necessary in 

the 'twisting' of technology through art. 

Such linguistic, topical, or narrative displacement is necessary to speak 

about the unspeakable, to form the formless, to voice the voiceless. Description of 

artistic practice is not interpretation in  the sense of criticism nor formal-structural 

analysis wliose intent is to clarify and systematize, essentially "to tame" the 

aesthetic-creative experience. The descriptive, evocative, often metaphoric 

language of theories of artistry is continually being stripped by the efficient and 

instrumental nature of technological jargon, grammar, and abbreviation. It is thus 

that the following rumination proceeds contrary to the typically intentional, formal, 

structural or analytic discussions as found in  conventional art history or criticism in  

that it is not directly nor primarily concerned the interpretation of the 'object' of art 

presented in a theater, cinema, gallery, city, or rnuseum." Artistiç and verbal 

creation paradoxically actualize themselves through their very activity and it is this 

activity which rnust be considered. There exists a becoming-art to the mysterious 

process from which a work of art is brought-forth which is more telling of the 

artistry of the artist and the artfulness of the object than the object alone. Therefore, 

the primary focus is cast upon the description and philosophical-phenomenological 

qualification of the form and style o f  making itself, rather than that of the finished 

exhibitable Work of art. What is of concern is the becoming-art as it is observed in 

the work and creative process of a solitary artist. It is through a consideration of 

individual works, the interrelation between works and, most importantly, in the 

process of making that the evidence of a distinct form and style of making can be 

discursively brought to light and from which a theory of artistry may be re-told. 

d - i i t i p u n h  role iii thc discoiirw riirrwnrlml: art ~ n d  aitirttc iir<idiiction. "Darni,cli'r hook ... ii rc;ulutcly cipporcd tii: 111 
thc rtanip-collccring appro~cli oi traditiunal art hiriorians, wliosc vernablc tcrror oi  ihc tlirorelical lias jiradually turncd tlicir 
tcxtr ln10 the gibbcri4i oi docuiiieiit~lts* and antiquarians-in the reiisc that Nictrsche gave ihir word irvith very icw 
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Whether art or science, understanding the way i n  which we rnake, its 

processes and conditions, is essentially a rnetaphysical endeavor." Ours is an age 

whose predominant question has been centered around 'know-how.' Nothing 

rernains immune or sacred frorn our penetrating scientific-technological gaze. 

However, an understanding of rnaking, particularly in the realrn of art, is not sirnply 

nor rnerely, an episternological question of procedures, technology and techniques. 

In the inventive world of art, if not al1 artifice, it is impossible to practically separate 

the 'how' from the 'what' or 'why'. Typically, episternological investigations are not 

concerned with how theories originate or action is initiated and executed, but 

prirnarily focus on the forrn of these theories and actions once conceived and 

sedimented in the world. Whether it be political institutions or a poern, when we 

rnake we are engaging in and providing an affective and practical, as well as 

theoretical, cornrnentary on the nature and rnystery of Being and Our being-in-the- 

world. It is here, in the realrn of artifice, that we assert and develop the lirnits and 

possibilities of what we know and strive to know, what we are and strive to be. In 

other words, the aesthetic and creative process is the experience o f  becorning itselt; 

in which Our ternporally ernbedded ontological and epistemological concerns are 

expressed and ernbodied in Our activity of making and the artifacts we produce." 

The practice of art is an inexplicable, rnysterious process which tests Our 

capacity to create Things that embody the vital and unpredictable flux of the world 

in which we live and die. Works of art are arborescent in the sense that they are 

pregnant with possible worlds and reciprocally with worlds of possibility. This is to 

Say that aesthetic encounter can affect authenticity in Our everyday practices. The 

artist offers the gift of origin-el expression to be received by an hospitable 

audience." Viewed at this rnost fundamental level, the practice of artistry is the 

genesis of Genesis, the becoming of Becorning. However, it is not a nostalgie 

-"The activity oi  producing ariii~ri, ir pr.ioir.illy and tlicorciically concciticd with Hciiig diid Knorvirig. 'hldking' 0% 
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attempt intending some origin in  the absolute sense. Rather, it is an issue of 

partaking "in the lacunary tissue of the non-achieved present that the originary is to 

be recaptured."'" Artistic manifestation is a paradoxical process born out of and 

remaining in concert with, while simultaneously affecting, the order of the 

lifeworld. The way in which Our objects of art are imbued with this vitality is first 

and foremost a question of an embodied making: 'Conception' cannot precede 

'execution'. 

A work of art cannot be brought-forth in a predictable, systematic or 

prescriptive way. The specific end is undetermined and the means are 

unpredictable. Works of art move the body and move through the body in their 

making and reception. Contemplation of a work of art is not passively detached 

from this world, this body, but enlists the whole of the body (and mind). The 

meaning of an aesthetic experience is discovered through embodied participation 

and truth in art is found through the opacity of syn-aesthetic experience rather than 

the transparency of conceptual thought. Creative expression is a matter of 

continually cultivating the unthinkable into a form of the (un)finished. 

The desire which propels the artist to invent is possessed by a profound 

modality of thought and authentic action specific to the creating self: thinking 

through making. The practice of art is a silent science which works by way of a 

preconceptual and prelinguistic knowing peculiar to the lived body. Artists 

recognize the body as an engendering 'first ground' for al1 authentic thought and 

action. Unadulterated 'execution' requires a perceptual faith in the body to 

spontaneously invent. Paradoxically, embodied making is the supremely difficult 

activity of overcoming the body's ambiguity through an artistic cultivation of which 

a theory of artistry provides the necessary reflective component. 

Creative expression requires a self-critical nature directed toward the 

intentions, processes and techniques involved in making; this is the nature of Our 

technological being. The artistry that Greenaway cultivates refers to a larger 

tradition which critically and subversively operates within the contemporary 

techiiological context in which the cinematic medium is inextricably situated. This 



artistic tradition interrogates modernist assumptions concerning truth, reality and 

representation as well as the dominant instrumental order of technological 

disclosure and production. As such, it is fundamentally interdisciplinary and cross- 

disciplinary encompassing the visual, plastic and fine arts, the literary arts, 

architecture, and cinema. Greenaway absorbs practical and theoretical lessons 

from his aesthetic experience with artifacts attributed to "heroic" figures such as 

Sergei Eisenstein, Federico Fellini, Max Ernst, Marcel Duchamp, James Joyce, R.B. 

Kitaj, John Cage, Sacha Vierny. His artistry and creative process is influenced in  

various degrees by the work and creative processes of these artists. Significantly, a 

vast majority of artists belonging to this tradition engage in multiple arts, a claim 

which Creenaway has no trouble in making. He is a prolific maker and a critical, 

responsible artist. 

Following this tradition, the case a! hand concentrates upon two primary 

principles which lie at the heart of modern scientific thought and technological 

disclosure. Namely, i t  questions Modernity's hegemony of representation and 

visuality as the objectification of external reality. Secondly, it denies and subverts 

the all-pervasive technological modalities of making characterized as instrumental 

and prescriptive. The fact that the cinematic medium is entrenched within this 

techno-logical context is acknowledged by Greenaway and critically impels his 

artistry as venuindung. He holds in common many "Modernist" beliefs such as 

"self-reference, artifice, a rhetoric of representation which uses the realities of the 

medium to ridicule and denounce al1 'realisms' which depend upon a pretence that 

media can be 'tran~parent."'~' On the contrary, he thrives on the opaque artifactual 

reality of any medium. Transparency is a widely held assumption in technological 

modalities of production which have their roots in the transparency of the external 

world to mind claimed by modern science. He often States his frustration with the 

insubstantialness of cinema referring to its protean-like nature to take the form of 

other arts and its ineptness to assert and direct its own destiny. He claims that this 

lack of materiality has almost exclusively manifested itself in conventional narrative 

structures as recorded theater and illustration of text. Its technological and mimetic 



capabilities have allowed it quite easily to take the form of the stage and illustrated 

text as a transcription of plays or novels to the screen. Greenaway's intentions from 

the beginning have been to see i f  he could "make films that acknowledgecl 

cinema's artifices and illusions, and clemonstrate that-however fascinating-that 

was what they were-artifices and illusions." Creenaway loudly contends that the 

medium of cinema has not found its true form, language and vocabulary and lacks 

invention as an art. Its one-hundred years of existence is a relatively short period in 

relation to the other more traditional arts such as painting, theater, music, and 

architecture for any art to develop a proper foundation for "disclosing the event of 

the world." 

Beyond his comprehensive passion for image manufacture of which cinema 

offers great satisfaction, Greenaway's artistic practice has a serious theoretical and 

critical impetus which is no less than the invention of a cinematic form proper to 

the artifactual and aesthetic capabilities and limitations of the media. What he 

refers to as cinema cinema, which he feels has much to learn from the more 

traditional arts concerning the aesthetic experience and its manufacture. The 

adeptness and interest Greenaway seems to possess in  other media such as 

painting, drawing, collage, and writing is more than mere diversion of an artistic 

sensibility searching for various avenues of expression. These other media serve an 

ultimate purpose to foment and inform his cinematic investigations. The work 

burgeoning from these more traditional media is part and parcel of a larger critical 

dimension concerning the aesthetic activities of looking and making. The bounty 

and plurality of work Greenaway produces stems from and simultaneously 

develops a critical and supremely qualified interrogation of cinema, the visible 

world, and the way in which we (cinematically) see and experience the depth of 

Our being and the world in which we are. 



THE SCRIPT OF VISION 

"1 like to make reierence to painting as an example of periection, a rnetaphor of vision and 
of looking; it's my acknowledgement of two thousand years o i  European painting of which 
cinema is the most recent heir; a recognition that painting and, I hope, cinerna are vehicles 
of reasoning and speculation and, finally, the expression of a pure pleasure before such 
abjects." 

The pure pleasure found in the aesthetic experience is not a passive gaze. It 

provokes an ernbodied contemplation which entails the dynarnics of vision 

intertwined with the vagaries of thought. Creenaway sees in painting a sensuous, 

thoughtful, rnulti-layered and paradoxical state of affairs of which only the 

ernbodied eye can make sense. The eye functions as the ground for the reason 

and speculation he finds in painting and hopes to evoke through the cinernatic 

medium. The inferred lack of such considered experience in cinerna is a response 

to what he sees as dominant cinema's prirnary motivation of ernpathy or syrnpathy 

between the film and audience "which is basically to do with the manipulation of 

the ernotions." What occurs in the final analysis is a trivialization of the ernotions 

and a very predictable, if not forrnulaic, way of rnaking films. Such superficial 

cornplicity between the work and spectator stands in marked contrast to the 

aesthetic experience one has between a painting and its ernbodied spectator 

which Greenaway describes in the following passage. 

"[Tlhe relationship a viewer has with a painting is sornewhat different. 
You don't go into the National Gallery of any farnous capital city and 
cry, sob, laugh, fall about on the floor, becorne very angry - it's a 
cornpletely different reaction. It's a reaction which is to do with a 
rnuch more composed sense o f  regarding an image; it's a reaction 
with a thought process as opposed to an imrnediate ernotional 
reaction."" 

The activity of looking is not the voyeuristic sensibility so cornrnon to the 

conternporary world which passively takes in that which it regards allowing 

irnrnediate gratification, emotional or otherwise. Rather, the dynarnics of looking 

thus asserted is a sirnultaneous and reversible process of vision and thought, an 

'" ""1 W e b  'Compare and Conlrm: U w k  M r m m  P c I c  Gwnaway and Film An" in Art and U w i p :  Art and 
Film (London. 1996) p.27. My eiiipliasis. 



intertwining of eye and mind which indefinitely prolongs the aesthetic event and 

propels it outside of itself. Meaning and significance slide freely as the eye 

indefinitely speculates upon that which it desires. Greenaway contends that 

cinema is a "spectator sport" which not only implies bodily activity and exertion, 

but also infers the intertwining of the eye and mind through linguistic continuity. 

The notions of 'spectator' and 'speculation' derive from a cornmon etyrnological 

root in the Latin spectare meaning "to look at." 

What Greenaway refers to as "the stares" entails such an inextricability of 

vision and thought. Rather than the one-way Street version of seeing which 

diarnetrically opposes subject and object as in a voyeuristic gaze, to be possessed 

by the 'stares' is a highly active, embodied and cerebral activity which gives as 

much as it takes. He clearly rejects the Cartesian model of passively receiving 

impressions upon the eye as constituting an aesthetic experience worthy of being 

called as such. In the words of Marcel Duchamp, looking is not a purely "retinal" 

activity where the eye becomes impotent in revealing the incomprehensible 

beauty and complexity of the world. The aesthetic mode of 'staring' activates the 

eye as an erogenous organ which moves itself; a means which invents its own 

ends. The key to this modality of vision is the reciprocality between the seer and 

the seen as an erotic, ecstatic experience as if staring into a lover's eyes. Looking is 

a double act, a communion, in which the "pure pleasure" or "delight in the 

painting for the painting's sake is coupled with enjoyment of the significances of 

the  imager^."^^ 

Looking as the aesthetic experience par excellence is a thoughtful and 

erotic experience which provides a script from which artistic practice takes its 

cues as an endeavor of "looking at ourselves looking."" Artists interrogate the 

visible world through a secret or silent science which proceeds according to a 

script written in-the-visible. 

"Painting searches not for the outside of movement [of vision] but for 
its secret ciphers. ... All flesh, and even that of the world, radiates 

"' Petcr Grcciiaway. Fcar oi Droivnirig (l'aris. 19881 p. 42.  46 

Famour statcrncnl hy hlarccl Duchamp. 



beyoncl itself. But whether or not one is, depending upon the times 
and the 'school,' attached more to manifest movement or to the 
monumental, the art of painting is never altogether outside time, 
because it is always within the carnal [dans le cliarnel]. ... Vision is not 
a certain mode of thought or presence to self; i t  is the means given 
me for being absent from myself, for being present at the fission of 
Being from the inside-the fission at whose termination, and not 
before, I come back to my~elf." '~ 

Our aesthetic gaze phenomenologically intends the difficult negotiation of the 

to-and-fro of vision thereby enlisting the whole of Our human constitution. The 

pleasure derived from looking along with a work which embodies the vitality of 

the world is an ecstatic experience. To be absent from myself is to be immersed 

in the flesh of the world whose meaning is ever-present but not readily apparent 

to common sense or conventional mathematical, linguistic abstractions. It i s  the 

eye, the lived body which makes sense of the equivocation of the world. Vision 

enables a self-overcoming event which revels in the ambiguities of the lived 

world. It allows communion with the mysterious vitality embodied in works of art 

which are reciprocally rnanifested by the eye "moved by some impact of the 

world, which it then restores to the visible through the offices of an agile hand."" 

The visual interrogation of artistic practice "does not speak with words (and still 

less with numbers) but with oeuvres which exist in the visible just as natural things 

do and which nevertheless communicate through those things 'to al1 the 

generations of the universe.' This silent science, says Rilke (apropos of Rodin), 

brings into the oeuvre the form of things 'whose seal has not been broken';' i t  

cornes from the eye and addresses itself to the eye. We must understand the eye 

as the 'window of the s ~ u l . " " ~  

The script of vision is translated in "al1 innocence" by artists in works 

(oeuvres) and through the process of making by continually re-writing and 

' Kilkc. Aiigiirt<* Wdin, Frcnrli trm4atiim hy hlaiiricc Uclr (I'aris. 1928). p150. Englirli traiirlaliun hy Icrw Larnoni 
aiid Han* T r w v l  INcw York. 1919). 



interrogating the advent of vision. The genesis of the visible is an ever original and 

founding event whose inexhaustible dehiscence "draws upon the fabric of brute 

mea~~ ing . " "~  Looking as sucli is a "lateral examination" which breaks the apparent 

frame of the work to discover significances and meanings beyond itself as a finite 

and fragile artifact. The transgression of the apparent boundaries of an artwork is a 

phenomenological experience of depth through encounters with differing frames 

and a multiplicity of poetic discourses. The laterality of looking assumes the 

motility of the eye and the reversibility of vision as simultaneously the vehicle and 

object of the visible. Appearances reverberate and instants in time overlap to 

create the phenomenal depth of the aesthetic experience. Art maps and 

embodies time by making visible this overlapping of instants which the motile 

body incorporates. 

It is through the recognition of the reciprocal and reversible nature of 

looking that Greenaway can claim that the ultimate script for cinema, of al1 art, is 

that of the mysterious, inexplicable inner workings of vision itself. Looking is a 

sophisticated activity whose manifold excludes nothing. The script of vision is 

immersed within the ambiguity of the world and cannot be told, only made. The 

sense and ciphers of vision are discovered and poetically revealed through 

making. It is not simply teased out through language. It must be expressed by the 

agile hand of the artists which restores to the visible that by which the eye is 

moved. 



WORK-AS-PROCESS: TEMPORAL A N D  SPATIAL CONDITIONS OF POSSIBILITY 

"However, nothing repcats ilself, nothing ever cornes back. exccpt coming itsclf, whicli is 
never the same-but, ratlier, the indefiniiely alteretl return of the same. That which has becn 
fragmentecl will not be either reconsiiiuted or regentlerecl-cxcept by those for wliom "art" 
would consist in aping an absent cosnios out of contempt for the cvent of the world.""' 

Investigations into the inner mystery of vision take an infinite variety of forms 

and employ as many means no less arcane and mute than vision itself. The diverse 

and plural character of the body of work Greenaway has established, dramatically 

impacts the way in which we regard any single work within the total production. 

His filmography cannot be considered apart from his exhibits, collages, and 

paintings, and vice versa. This graphic work is often inserted witliin a film 

appearing as characters no less, i f  not more important than the actors. This inter- 

relation and its functioning is far more than a curiosity for art critics and historians. 

It determines the form and style of his creative process through an intertwining of 

the process and work horizons thereby forming the tautological universe of his 

oeuvre. As such, his artistry is determined by and, reciprocally, determines unique 

spatial and temporal conditions of possibility for the rnaking and experiencing of 

his art. As a matter of course, the way in which more traditional arts can inform and 

inierfere with the manufacture of cinema, an inherently modern and technological 

medium, is of explicit interest to Greenaway. 

"1 began my film-making when I was an art student studying to be a 
mural painter, and had ambitions to make every film-image as self- 
sufficient as a painting. As with painting, so with cinema: ut picfurri 
poiesis. ... My ambitions were to see if I could make films that 
acknowledged cinema's artifices and illusions, and demonstrate 
that-however fascinating-that was what they were-artifices and 
illusions. I wanted to make a cinema of ideas, not plots, and to try to 
use the same aesthetics as painting which has always paid great 
attention to formal devices of structure, composition and framing, and 
most importantly, insisted on attention to metaphor. Since film is not 
painting ... I wanted to explore their connections and 
differences-stretching the formal interests to questions of editing, 
pacing, studying the formal properties of time intervals, repetitions, 
variations on a theme, and so on."" 



In this way, Greenaway recalls traditional modalities of making, doing, and 

thinking, juxtaposing them to cinematic concerns and, in particular, the technique 

of montage. Within this context, the wager Greenaway is making is that the 

possibilities for an original way of seeing specific to cinema as cinema are found in 

the cross-disciplinary interrogation and inter-relation of the visible, material world 

of a creative process which is both traditional and technological. In most cases, 

Greenaway's treatment of so-called traditional media is by no means conventional. 

What exactly is gained by this juxtaposition or overlapping of media is difficult to 

identify but any direct type of forma1 correspondence must be resisted. 

Nevertheless, the traditional arts, especially painting (inclusive of collage), seem to 

establish an index from which to investigate broader artistic and cinematic 

concerns. 

Modal diversity in artists is not u n c ~ m m o n ~ ~  but, unlike many other artists 

who engage in several arts, Greenaway's willingness and explicit scheme "io make 

his sketches and paintings appear just as relevant as the final film" is unique.'" To 

his credit, his exhibitions, urban interventions, and TV work are regarded in much 

the same way as his films in terms of artistic proficiency, competency and as 

artworks of a comparable stature. Whereas most so-called "process work" is often 

considered negligible as a means to an end, Greenaway places an uncommon 

value on even the most minute sketch. Conversely, this conscious intention and 

focus to invert the value of process work while maintaining its special 

indeterminate ontological and episternological status strangely renders his 

conventionally accepted Work, unfinished. The films in particular have more of an 

almost complete character thereby delaying or displacing conventional closure. 

This tentative and experimental character is obvious to the viewer and intended by 

Greenaway in order to provoke a more complex form of speculation in front of the 

'* Sucli vcrwtilily end work uscd in tlic iabricatiun o i  an artiiact is idr ir i i i i i  iincomrnon. For cxirnplc. I'icas4o madc wvcr.ll 
inaqucttcr and etchcd qJun ii lni transprcncio in his cxpcriments with Ciibi*rn; Victor Hugo% drawing. hdvc proriikcd 
nwcli disrursiun in  rclaliun IO his wriling; Duchamp was no! a "pamler' hut tic paintcd nonethclcr and thal training ncvcr 
ceased to iniorm hi< art and criiiri<ni; Scrgei Ei,cnrtcin was traincd .i< an airhileci and did drawings IO Iqiiotcl "pull out an 
idca" ior a rcrccnplay; Kuroww's artistry cxtcnded to drawingr: LcCurhiiwr painted in tlic niornings and did architccturc in 
the aiternoon: the niiil1~-disriplinery crorr-drcsrin~ a i  E.E. Cunirnings i\ rvidcly knawn; David Lynch does iurnniirc design. 
pliotograpliy. painting and drawing. III al1 thcsc caws the "othcr' work ir ia i  iiom mere Iiobhy or diversion. Equally ru. tlieic 
is no direct correspondencc irom une rcdm to miother. The relation bciween. say painting and arch~tccture. is mure r a d i d  
than the rcductivc corrcspondcricc oi"a" painting and '"a" picce o i  aichitcrturc. 
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work. "Al1 my films are somewhat experimental, they are all, eacli one, taking a 

certain amount of risk, but there's always the basic assumption that we should be 

able to appreciate the cinema as much with the mind as we can through emotional 

empathy. Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn't."" Some audiences and critics 

have perceived this indeterminacy as a complete denial of the temporal and spatial 

boundedness conventionally required in a cinematic work. This frustration of 

audiences stems not from a denial of closure per se, but from a rejection of 

conventional forms of closure such as narrative structure of plot, beginning, middle, 

and end. This different sense of closure and openness wil l  become more explicit 

throughout the discussion of Greenaway's artistic practice as a whole which 

equally so, accepts closure as a contingent suspension of continually working the 

work. 

In this regard, one of the most provocative statements Greenaway makes in 

regard to his work and creative process is his open admission of work done in  

preparation for a film. Work-as-process, in the sense being promoted here, is work 

in which al1 work has a value and facticity which, strictly speaking, cannot be 

translated into another media and cannot be simply done away with. It has value in 

and of itself, being both immanent and transcendent, embodying the "originary" 

that is hidden within "the lacunary tissue of the non-achieved present." if respected 

as such, process work can be thought of as a Strand in the thick present, locked in a 

state of perpetual, yet latent, becoming. It provides a ground within which creative 

expression takes place while simultaneously holding the possibility of emerging as 

an original figure in its own right. Such work is not artifactually stable. Its existence 

continually oscillates between the figure and ground of an oeuvre. 

The present interest with the work of Peter Greenaway began with an 

encounter with a collection of his non-cinematic work found a book called Papers. 

In the introduction a catalogue of graphic work comprised mostly of paintings, 

collages, and drawings, Greenaway States of the process work:" 

" 11 rhoiild be notcd !liai niy inilid cxlicrwnce with ilic wurk o i  l 'cm Grecnaway was tliroiijih ihis book cnliiled l'.]pers 
(I'aris, 199UI. This cuinpilatioo oi  "promis rvorW is wliai lias insprcd thk invc<ttgation and rcinains 2 major portion oi ihc 
diwmion. Tlie oddncss o i  a compilation o i  iliir sort ior a iilniniakcr is an anonialy. Otic may cncountcr drxvinjir hy 
Eirciisicin ltriined a i  an arcliiiccii or the iiirniiurc. drawinjir. and pholojiraphs oi David Lynch but by and large. illrnmakerr 
40 no! en, in suc1 e i  s u p ~ i l ~ ~ ~ t s ,  ~ ~ ~ p r o d u c t i w  activiiy. Kardy does ctnema ~~nfold it, such a w y .  



"This collection of paintings, collages, ancl drawings represents a small 
part of the speculative investigation that, for me, is carried on across a 
wide front in collaboration with the manufacture of films. 

My initial enthusiasm for becoming a film-maker arose from a dual 
interest in the manipulation o f  images and the manipulation o f  words; I 
hope by now that what I am endeavouring to do as a film-maker is 
considerably more than the sum of those two parts and cannot be 
satisfactorily made manifest in any other way. Yet I unfailingly 
experience much particular stimulation from those especial 
characteristics of painting and draughtsmanship-and literature-that 
determiningly wil l  not suffer a change, that wil l  steadfastly refuse to 
translate their form, content and metaphor into cinema. 

The items in this collection cover some twenty years and serve various 
functions. They are sometimes, as in the map-paintings for A Walk 
Through H and the drawings for the Draughtsman's Contract, objects 
used in the construction of a film. Sometimes they exist as evidence to 
indicate some part of the journey taken to reach a film. They can show 
evidence of unproductive cul-de-sacs or rejected solutions in a project, 
or are the evidence of solutions way beyond practicality. Sometimes, 
as in many of the drawings connected with Drowning By Numbers, 
they demonstrate an extended after-thought, since it is always difficult 
for me to leave a film behind. Sometimes the drawings indicate my 
response to a comment or criticism made by an audience long after a 
film has been completed. Sometimes the drawings are al1 that remain 
of a project that has been abandoned or, more interestingly, are 
evidence of a project still striving to begin. And there are those works 
that ostensibly refer only to themselves-though I can never really 
believe that that could ever be the case, for nothing exists in such an 
impossible va~uum.""~ 

lt can be seen from this statement that the complexity and ambiguity of "process" 

work warrants more attention than is often given. Rather than mere means to a 

projected greater and known end, or excrement to be negated upon passage to the 

'next step' it fulfills an all-important role in past, present and future work. It can 

hold infinite amount of possibility. As the context changes, thus the meaning. The 

work exists in an evidentiary manner in the construction of strategies for projects 

yet to corne. Such works serves as future in-spiration literally following the in-and- 

out rhythm of breathing. Greenaway continually goes to and returns from this work 

with new found creative energy and fortification from which to proceed. 



Much of Greenaway's non-cinematic work is done in  preparation for a film 

or, significantly, as idle activity. At times, it is pure inspiration and, ai others, i t  is 

analytically necessary as a mode of refinement or communication to others 

collaborating in  the making of a film. Conventionally, this modality of work falls 

under the rubric of process work due to its ambiguous, tentative ontological and 

epistemological status as temporally situatecl in  process. 

In his Venetian exhibition in the Palazzo Fortuny entitled Watching Water, 

Creenaway infers the lack of process work in cinernatic practice and the 

importance of it in making art: 

"Fortuny made photographs of the feinale nude. Ostensibly they were 
prepatory information for painting. It was not such an unusual or novel 
activity. Degas, Rodin, Bonnard used the photograph to record the 
nude. Is it not curious that cinerna has not found sorne equivalent 
procedure? Cinema does not have the habit of making life studies, at 
least not in any public sense. The prepatory material for a film is not 
exhibited and treasured like the sketches for Rodin's Gates o f  Hell, like 
Raphael's Cartoons. Eisenstein's drawings rnight reach the pages of an 
academic study. Kurosawa's drawings might reach an exhibition in a 
cinema foyer. The reasons of course, are not difficult to discover. But I 
would be curious to imagine a film-maker who would make prepatory 
films like a painter makes prepatory drawings-not just screen-tests for 
actors, or laboratory-tests for lenses-but experiments in  aesthetic 
approach.* Cinema, because of its expense and its essential 
collaborative demands, and because of its exhibition and distribution 
patterns has little facility to find such material significant."" 

His myriad of work forrns a palimpsest in which lacunae o f  latent projects are held 

'in place' and delayed 'in time' by sketches, drawings, collages, and paintings 

which remain from past projects or are the tangible and significant outcorne of idle 

musings, always with cinernatic concerns in mind. In the following discussion, it is 

predominantly Greenaway's non-cinematic work which is of interest which are 

"experiments in aesthetic approach." It is his ability to simultaneously see the world 

as a painter, draughtsman, architect, musician, writer, filmmaker, art historian and 

curator which challenges disciplinary hegemonies and inaugurates another mode 

o f  [the] work. 



As can be seen, these basic elements of artistry play a critical role in 

beginning, bringing-forth, delaying and prolonging the process of making as a 

setting-to-work o f  the work: an initiation and continuation of expressive impulses 

and critical concerns. These works are the main characters in the becoming-art of 

art. They initiate and carry forth hunches and ideas, as yet unformed and 

considered as inseparable from the noise in the artist's restless being. Process work 

embodies the frantic, arborescent quality of the imagination and creative activity 

from which the most promising and rich bifurications are traced, followed and 

developed." Inspiration and mere whim variously propel such efforts as a struggle 

to discover and poetically bring-forth pregnant thoughts yearning for expression. 

Equally so, these works can be confirmations and more focused investigations and 

concretizations of hunches. They play a versatile role in artistic practice ranging 

from the initial step in darkness to analytically 'figuring out' aspects required in a 

Work's realization and closure.J5 While it is not evident if such work will be taken 

to term, the process and activity itself is what is of value. 

Such work has a special ontological and epistemological status in which it is 

seen as almost Work, (possibly) full of possibility. Artists, in a very general way, 

have an end in mind. Painters finish with a painting, architects finish with a 

building, and filmmakers finish with a film. However, this end is hardly predictable 

and is quite different than scientific modalities in which a hypothesis has already 

sighted an end. The notion of intentionality radically differs in  a process impelled 

by discovery andlor vague expression versus that determined by logic and ends 

already known. As a consequence, the ontological and epistemological status of 

process work differs within varying intentional schema. To gain knowledge of 

something in particular is different than attempting to know (the nature of) 

knowing, of seeing. 

The aforementioned non-cinematic works and their production within the 

larger context of cinema resist any logical understanding of process, impossible 

" Incvitably. !hi< work may hold more porribility than a Work I i ~ i  Art) can purruc in rvhicli case ir 15 ivork whicli IS Io be 
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ihc 'liinc is not right' or thc contcxt is inappropriate. 
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correspondence, method or function to the cinematic work. The scientific 

prioritization of logic over discovery has been reversed in the becoming-art of Peter 

Greenaway. His artistry includes painting, collage, drawing and writing as 

investigative practices into the nature of looking and the manifestation of those 

insights. He explicitly engages various media for the sake of discovering their inner 

workings, limitations and artifactual biases as they affect vision and visuality. It is 

from this activity of making that Greenaway can glean clues to his cinematic 

artistry as experiments in aesthetic approach. For the most part, the painted and 

drawn works exist under the surface of his practice as a whole. But there are 

unique times in which they rise to the status of objects embedded within his films 

as characters of a special sort. In these cases they function as organizational 

elements of the structure, plot, and significance of the film. At a more fundamental 

level they are springboards for commentary on the nature of art and vision as well 

as the making of art. Making itself reveals a "script" to be followed. The occurrence 

of graphic work in a film as an organizational element in both form and content, 

means and end is no more obvious than in The Draughtsman's Contract. 



THE DRAUGHTSMAN'S CONTRACT. DEATH, DESlRE A N D  I'ERSPECTIVAL DEPTH 

"1 paint not wliat I see, but what I think." 
-Picasso 

"Greenaway looks ai ihc worid like a mor~ician."~" 

The paradigm of the artist and hislher role in the depiction of realty are themes 

taken up in  an early film by Greenaway entitled The Draughisman's Contract 

(1982).J7 The structure and content of the film develop according to thirteen 

perspectival line drawings done by Greenaway himself and attributed to the main 

protagonist Mr. Neville, a 1 7 ' "  century draughtsman schooled in the 

represcntational technique of constructed projection. [Fig. 11 Mr. Neville is 

portrayed as a thought-less, ostentatiously dressed pedant who objectively 

documents not what he thinks, but what he sees. Greenaway describes the 'plot' of 

the film as: 

"A late Cl 7th draughtsman cynically fulfilling a drawing commission 
in which he is certain he is to be the prime beneficiary, is ensnared in 
a plot of rnurder and inheritance of which he has no knowledge. With 
a declared interest in veracity and of scrupulously drawing what he 
sees rather than what he knows, the draughtsman unsuspectingly 
includes a variety of clues in his landscapes - a ladder, clothing, a 
torn shirt, a dog, a pair of boots ... 'simply because they were there.' 
These clues, as in al1 orthodox detective-fiction, can be interpreted in 
different ways ... and it is in  the forced interpretation of them by his 
female protagonists, that the draughtsman eventually loses his eyesight 
and then his life.""' 

The plot is formalized according to a series of contracts made and fulfilled. The 

draughtsman is hired by the mistress of a country estate, Mrs. Herbert, to produce 

the drawings as a gift to her husband who is conveniently away on a two-week 

pleasure journey of Southampton bordellos. A formal contract is drawn up in which 

the draughtsman is to execute twelve drawings of the estate in as many days. A 

drawing per a day for which he is provided full room and board in addition to eight 

pounds for each drawing. Neville imposes another "contract" in  which Mrs. 

'* Pctcr Conrad. "Wtiard ai <>dd" in Tlic Indel>:~ide>ir (20 Octnber I9Wd pL5. 

"This itlm \vas Crccnaway'.; 'hrc.ik-throiigli' iilm as it \vas siirprisingly popiilar rvith ihc cincma-going public 

Crcenaway. I'.ipws (19'JOl p3U. 



Herbert is "obliged to deliver herself to him for his 'carnal pleasure' whenever he 

sees fit.""' Like al1 good formalists, pure objectivity is maintainecl during 'the act' 

and one gets the sense Neville is merely relieving himself, exhibiting no passion 

whatsoever. The same degree or lack of passion for Mrs. Herbert is mirrored in the 

'act' of drawing. 

Juxtaposed to the objectification of Mrs. Herbert is the objectification of the 

landscape which the draughtsman has been commissioned to "faithfully represent." 

He achieves this through the preemptive composition of the image to be drawn as 

well as the technique of representation employed. For Mr. Neville, both fornication 

and drawing are mechanical processes, merely an issue of technique. He is 

schooled in a scientific model of 'seeing' which conforms to pure sense impression 

devoid of the dynamic phenomenological reality of vision. It is a fixing of the gaze 

that actively suppresses the roaming desire which blurs the identity of subject and 

object as (normally) occurs in erotic union. It is quite literally in the 'fixing' of the 

view that Neville dryly proceeds with a scientific objectivity that a 17"' century 

character like himself would ardently promote. 

For a draughtsman of his ability the primary concern is to make reality 

correspond to the drawing rather than vice versa. As such, pre-scriptions rnust be 

made in composing the view within a frame that admits no variables from within or 

without. He systematically outlines the requirements to be imposed upon the views 

to be taken so as to maintain the most objective conditions in the completion of his 

goal. In order to accomplish this transparency of ends he issues a daily mandate 

expressed in a the legalistic language of the "Curriculum for the Execution of the 

Drawings at Compton Anstey to be observed by the Household where it has been 

agreed that at the given times below, the gardens and grounds will be clear of staff, 

servants and al1 other members of the household belonging to Mr. Herbert for the 

relevant periods given."'" The life of the estate rnust conform to these mandates in 

order for Neville to most veraciously record that which he sees. Unexpected 

contamination of the scene cannot be tolerated. Even when a cloud passes, casting 

a shadow across the scene, operations must be suspended. 



The objectification of the scene is further guaranteed by the use of a device 

which aids in the technique of drawiiig a perspective: the lucincla. [Figs. 2, 31 This 

device functions like a view finder as in a camera or motion picture camera. It is an 

instrument which rigorously frames and effectively cordons off the view by 

establishing a definitive boundary. In addition, it dissects the scene through the 

imposition of a homogenous grid from which a "correct perspectival 

representation" can be drawn. The artist traces the contents of each sector in the 

scene as a sort of "painting by numbers," an adrnitted fascination for Greenaway. 

Neville clearly draws a line between subject and object by placing this device 

between his eye and external reality. It literally fixes his eye in a stationary point to 

prevent its movement while the movement of the scene is restricted by the 

demands expressed by the aforementioned "curriculum." 

The Draughtsrnan's Contract is a murder rnystery set in the Age of the 

Enlightenment for good reason. One of the greatest inventions of this remarkable 

period in  Western history is constructed perspective or perspectiva artificialis. 

Through mathematical means, a perspectival view can be constructed as truthfully 

recording reality, like a snap-shot. The contradiction between such "illusionism" 

and its purported clairn of "realism" does not go unnoticed by Greenaway. It is the 

not so oblique target of the film's plot. It would seem to recall his frustrations 

during his tenure at art school in which he was trained in realistic mural painting. 

The contradiction of realism as such is that it fails in embodying the vitality of life 

which is the aim of the artistic endeavor as he sees it. Greenaway offers the 

character of Mr. Neville, a draughtsman, as the antithesis to the paradigm of the 

artist who seeks a depth beyond three dimensions. 

Greenaway cleverly weaves the impossibility of a "dead view" into the 

apparent murder-mystery plot. The absurdity of the requirements imposed upon the 

life of the estate is equaled only by the absurdity of Neville's inability to adjust and 

interpret what infiltrates his vision. In his attempt to document what he sees not 

what he thinks the draughtsman unwittingly draws objects into his representations 

which, despite his best efforts, have transgressed his carefully drawn contractual 

and artifactual boundaries. His thoughtless and blind in-sight prompts him to 

record them "simply because they were there" and it is these seemingly benign 



objects - "a ladder, clothing, a torn shirt, a dog, a pair of boots" - which become 

the 'clues' leading to his eventual demise. 

These inexplicable objects are first noted by the sexually starved Mrs. 

Talmann, the daughter of the Herberts, who is married to the seemingly impotent 

Mr. Talmann. She interprets these objects to her advantage and is the first to posit 

them as evidence in possible wrongdoing concerning her father's disappearance. 

She coyly suggests that these strange objects may have crept into the draughtsman's 

drawings as a reflection of some "misadventure" implicating the utterly thick and 

uncomprehending Neville. She goes on to propose the third contract of the film 

which requires Neville to make himself available upon demand for her "carnal 

pleasure". He is too dense to understand her insinuations but nonetheless becomes 

disturbed and readily agrees to the contract. At this point the tables are turned and 

the draughtsman loses control of his objectified reality when he becomes an object 

himself. We later learn that Neville is merely being used as an instrument in Mrs. 

Talmann's desire to bear a child previously denied her by her husband. As a matter 

of course, Neville has instrumentally rendered his fate as an instrument by blindly 

recording only what he sees. Again, desire is denied an activity normally possessed 

by such in order to instrumentally achieve an end. 

However, desire creeps into the uptight Neville by the end of the film. He 

arrogantly returns to do a final drawing in the hopes of receiving more sexual favors 

from either of the ladies, which he is promptly denied since his services are no 

longer necessary. Nevertheless the dim witted draughtsman proceeds to complete 

his final drawing near a fountain which is the site where the body of Mr. Herbert 

was found during his short absence. It is at this point that his incessant 

documentation of "evidence" finally leads to the "final contract" as his death 

sentence. The macabre final scene, finds Mr. Neville murdered by a beating and 

possible drowning but not before his eyes are burned out and his drawings burned; 

a fate worse than death for the unerring transcriber of external reality. The extreme 

brutality of his torture and murder serves as a counterpoint to his disembodied 

gaze. 

The final murder scene does not resolve any of the mysteries involved in the 

film. As pointed out by Steinmetz, The Draughtsman's Contract is not a murder- 



mystery tale: "the ending is not just inconclusive, it is elusive."" The murder of Mr. 

Herbert is never satisfied and in terms of the so-called plot, the capriciousness and 

violence of the murder of the draughtsman satisfies to shock but not resolve. "The 

Nabokovian ches and hints, scattered about the film, could mean anything, or 

nothing at all."" The absurd situation arises in which interpretation of the objects is 

ironically subjective and arbitrary yet fixed. Their meaning is fabricated and 

imposed {rom without just as the drawings impose 'reality' upon the landscape. The 

ches are taken as fact because they are drawn into a representation which claims 

veracity in  its objective view of the world. Greenaway plays on an obvious 

disjunction between being-in-the-world and representing it in the objective manner 

of the draughtsman, wryly suggesting the consequences as death. Responsibility for 

the evidence and hence the crime can only point to one person whose perspective 

has allowed an all-encompassing view of the misadventure: the draughtsman. In 

the end, only he is responsible for the construction of reality and hence, his fate. 

The 'script' created by the perspectival drawings is a pre-scription, outside of 

vision itself and consequently the possibility of poetic insight is negated. There 

exists no "script" beyond the mechanical construction of the drawings which i s  

administered by devices and techniques that fix vision, stripping it of desire and its 

inherent ability to look deeper. The interna1 rnovements of the eye and mind are 

fixated on the artificial depth of three dimensions as somehow corresponding 

truthfully to reality. However, Greenaway does not allow the situation to rest 

comfortably at this point. The drawings are thwarted by their own absolute 

objective stance which has prompted the draughtsman to include the extraneous 

evidence that infiltrates the clarity of representation and, in an almost allegorical 

manner, demands interpretation. 

Most of Greenaway's films have "veiled references to the business of making 

cinema. Which is not the same thing as making films about movie making. ... The 

Draughtsman's Contract could have been called maybe The Film Maker's 



Conirnct."" In this case he defers to the draughtsman so as to clemonstrate issues of 

looking ancl iniage manufacture in the arts. Greenaway relentlessly parodies a11 

modern systems of representation such as those plotted in The Draughtsman's 

Contrnci which create abstract models of reality yet purport trutli in reality. He 

"denounces the Enlightenment's faith - which, for many, has survived the twentieth 

century's catalogue of disasters - in the possibility of botli progress and a total, 

finite and rational domain of knowledge. I n  its place he offers us an 

epistemological nihilism: any act of understanding or representation is necessarily 

provisional, contingent, temporary, relative, incomplete, ancl wil l  be marked by 

accident, chance and randomnes~."~~ The script c a r i i d  within the drawings offers 

one view, one truth contrary to Creenaway's "epistemological nihilism." In their 

absurdity, the clues provide a commentary on the unpredictable and uncontrollable 

nature of reality and its role in dis-covering meaning in the world through the 

intertwining of eye and rnind. Vision devoid of thought, desire and life lacks the in- 

sight necessary to meaningful interpret what it encounters. The rnotility of the eye is 

continually denied through the film by the instrumental means the draughtsman 

employs, only to concede to the ultimate form of the creative impulse: procreation, 

the truest and most profound metaphor for artistic expression. The absurdity of the 

film's conclusion makes apparent that al1 things, no matter how insignificant they 

may appear, can have significance in the world as ches to something below the 

surface. 

"A contemporary audience watches the world on film as a flat 
rectangular, two-dimensional phenomenon utilizing photographic 
illusion of space and depth to imply the three dimensions. Cinema has 
no material substance. We cannot inch a little to the left, to see the 
dining-table from the south side. If the director wishes us to see the 
table from the south side, then he wil l  instruct his cinematographer to 
show us the table from the south side. So now al1 of us are looking at 
the table from the south side, and everyone in the cinema has the sarne 
viewing-point. This is a deeply impoverished situation when we know 



that tables can be viewed from north, West and east as well. We must 
endeavor to correct this sad state of affair~."'~ 

Greenaway makes evident that he considers the three-dimensional depth as 

demonstrated in The Draughtsrnan's Contract as analogous to the flatness of film 

and its similarly projected perspectival depth. The singularity of the lucinda exists 

as the surrogate for the view finder of a motion picture camera, the "curriculum" 

equivalent to the contrivances of directing, and the fixed view of the draughtsman 

is that of the filmmaker. In either case the surface of the drawing or film is 

immaterial and transparently functions as a window to the immediate and direct 

gratification of vision based upon the suspect notion of realisrn in art. 

Contrary to the inflexibility of the view finder and the curriculum of the 

director which admit no chance or unexpected events, Greenaway welcomes the 

unpredictable and absurd in his practice. He receives the unforeseen and impulsive 

as auspicious events to be further incorporated in media most open to translation in  

an attempt to phenomenologically "correct this sad state of affairs." Greenaway 

questions realisms of al1 kinds as well as the premises which logically follow, as 

constituting the default language and art of cinema. Furthermore, he does not take 

the assumed instrumental depth of the camera for granted. Instead, he seeks a 

distorted and novel perspectival space in his cinema which he informs by 

numerous painterly investigations and translates into the filmic technique of 

montage. The direct model of vision and its equivalent representational technique 

of perspective are rejected in  favor of a more complex, embodied and active notion 

of looking as found in painting exemplars of his choice and making. Through the 

conscious distortion of the framed view and depth-of-field wrought by the camera 

he presents an audience with an enigmatic and ever-novel if uneasy cinematic 

experience. For example, the banquet scene in The Draughtsrnan's Contract is 

slightly too close and too slow in its tracking thus challenging the cinematic 

perspective in which objects recede and appear in a uniquely filmic manner. 

Rather than the third dimension which literally extends perspectivally, the 

phenomenal depth Creenaway perceives in painting depends upon the lateral 

movement of the eye-mind or, a fourth dimension. Whereas the filmmaker has 



one point of view via the camera lens, the ubicpitous vision of the painter is 

capable of creating multiple vanishing points simultaneously, for example as 

literally observed in Cubist paintings, the Carceri of Piranesi, or a Robbe-Grillet 

novel. Whereas figures within a perspectival setting appear as cliscreet elements 

which move only in  relation to the constructed view and must be interpreted 

allegorically at best, the tension elicited between figure and ground in painting 

conforms to the inner workings of vision itself. Such phenomenal oscillation in 

painting is evoked by color, layering, ambiguity of line and boundary, material 

presence, and so on. All of which only confuse the clarity of perspectival space. 

Painting and drawing find a privileged position in  Greenaway's view of art 

and the aesthetic experience. It is painting which provides the "perfection" of the 

aesthetic object as the "metaphor of vision and of looking" and the standard against 

which Creenaway sets his cinematic strategies and concerns. He began his artistic 

career in the discipline of painting and it is in painting that he seeks the 

demonstration of a "more composed sense of regarding an image."j%e goes so far 

to claim that: 

"[Tlhe best place for film schools to be organised would be in 
conjunction with art schools - look at, study painting and paint for 
three years before you dare pick up a camera, because the film maker 
should be the conscious inheritor of an extraordinary and 
encyclopaedic tradition of making images associated with painting. A 
successful painter is an expert at the manufacture of an image. ... I 
think that there are very few films that are as visually investigative as 
most successful paintings have been."" 

The relationship inferred is obviously not one of technique but one of training and 

provoking the eye and mind in the complexities of seeing and making images. 

From Greenaway's point of view, painting is the metaphor of vision par excellence 

and provides the requisite vision and means necessary to investigate the subtleties 

of aesthetic activity in  general. For him, there exists no contradiction in principle 

'" Grecnaway wai initially tramcd as a painicr bciorc cuniing Io cinema. At tlic agc o i  18 Crccnaway enriillcd in the 
Waltliain~tow Scliool oi An aitcr luniiiig down a parition a1 Cambridge University. Oiic could specul~tc Ilial the rharactrr u i  
thc draughtsinan rcprcscnir !hi* 'prdantr and iormali<!s" wliosc cunccptian oi  ail practicc cndorred the notion ui 'rcaliw- 
and by wliom the young Crccnaway was mstrurtcd as a mural paintsr. Hc Iiad littlc aiitnity wilh siicli v i r w  ni art aiid wd i  
repcatcdly lold thal hir painting wcrc ion "litciary." Signiimntly. tic wa5 dksuadcd irom looling JI any 20m ccnlury XI 
wliirh cwiituallv bccamc ilic hcncliinark iiir hi< own art. 



concerning the translation of the difficulties and complexities found in the long- 

@ standing tradition of painting into a cinematic work. However, it does make for a 

unique cinema. Tlie process o f  making film for Greenaway is primarily an issue o f  

twisting the rnechanical perspectival deprh which is taken for granted in  cinema 

and architecture, through the 'painterly eye' in  search o f  an uncanny, lived depth. 

The discipline and activity of painting contains numerous aesthetic, visual, material 

and compositional lessons from which he draws in the making of his art. It is a 

means of investigation and translation concerning the conditions and phenomena 

from which the script of vision is most potently realized. However, the relationship 

between his paintings and the cinema they are associated with is by no means one 

of easy correspondence or attribution. Such ambiguity is inferred in the following 

quote: 

"Perhaps the paintings set up the ground for the films and then 
comment on them. Then again perhaps i t  is the other way around. I 
would not wholly want to separate out the paintings and the film 
making as two wholly different activities. And I've got to be aware of 
the paradoxes - I often convince myself I want to make abstract films, 
though 1 donit know quite what an abstract film is, and I could imagine 
it would become rapidly te di ou^."^' 

His awareness of the impossibility of simple correspondence or transfer of content 

and media one to another is signifiant yet not easily explained. His paintings 

announce their concern with structure, organization, color, transparency, texture, 

and text in  an obvious manner. They are often very structural and diagrammatic 

whereas his films are self-consciously figurative in their inclusion and proliferation 

to excess of bodies, bodily fluids, death and birth. It would be logical to construe 

the paintings as intentionally serving as a ground for subsequent films which 

procedurally fiIl them out with a sort of figura1 substance. 

To draw such hierarchical correlation between the graphic work and the 

films is however a reductive approach. The reversibility and paradoxical nature 

between the two is seen in Greenaway's own ambivalence concerning any cause 

and effect relationship. It is further denied by the persistence of the paintings long 



after their completion and the anacoluthic structure of the oeuvre in its totality 

where works re-surface over and over again. 

Rather, the relationship between painting and cinema must be seen as two 

autonornous yet integral investigations into the depth of vision and artistic 

manifestation. It is in  the activity itself, as a training of the creative self, which 

ensures the relationship as artful. Each process is inexplicable and silently operates 

by way of a preconceptual, prelinguistic embodied knowing which cannot be 

sirnply transferred from one media to the next since it is unidentifiable in terms 

outside of each activity. 

Contrary to  the static, photographic (cinematic) image of reality as 

demonstrated in  The Draughtsman's Contract, "looking" as prornoted by 

Greenaway through painting, is a prolonged, difficult, and phenomenologically 

complex event. It is something which involves the whole of one's being in which 

one must take pleasure in making sense of paradoxical dernands wrought by the 

simultaneous presentation of multiple layers contained in  the appearance of things. 

The eye becornes an erogenous zone, a window to sou1 which foments a "lateral 

examination" of that which rests before and in it. Apprehension excites and 

contemplation becomes an erotic event. Rather than being a re-presentation of 

reality, works of art embody the rnysterious flux of the world by "breaking the 'skin 

of things' to show how the things become things, how the world becornes world.""' 

In this regard, one of Greenaway's most interesting and rigorous painterly 

examinations of the subtleties of looking is a work done in 1989, entitled A Framed 

Life. 



Fig. lac: Peicr Greenaway, drawings fmm The OnughUman's Contract' 11982) 





Fig. 2: Peler Creenaway, lucinda hom T h e  Draughuman's Coniract' (1982) 
Fig. 3: Peler C m w a y ,  drawing session in The Draughuman's Coniract' (1982) 



I'AHTX: WOKK 4 1 

THE PAINTERLY DEPTH OF "A FRAMED LIFE" 

"What is rlepth, what is light, ri r t  üv? What are ihey-not for the mind ihat cuis itself off 
from the body but for the mind that Descartes says is suffused throughoui the body? And what 
are they, finally, not only for the mind but for themselves, since they pass through us and 
surrouiid us? 

Yet this philosophy still to be done is that whicli animates the painter-not when lie 
expresses his opinions about the world but in ihat instant when his vision becomes gesture, 
when, in Cézanne's worcls, he 'thinks in painting."' 

-Maurice ~erleau-~onty"o 

"... to see is to be granted the permission to not think the thing, since it is alrearly seen." 
-Maurice ~erleau-~onty" '  

"1 began life feeling, and still feel, that painting is the supreme visual image-making process!' 
-Peter Greenaway 

In The Draughtsman's Contract, Greenaway negatively demonstrates two topics 

in artistic practice which explicitly and implicitly drive the majority of his 

subsequent work as well as dramatically impact the form and style of his creative 

pro ces^."^ If they do not appear as the overt subject matter and content of the work, 

they are integral aspects in its making and presen:ation. That is, his motivations for 

his artistic practice as it relates to cinema can be broadly located in the nature of 

looking as an aesthetic-phenomenological experience of depth and the frarning of 

that experience, metaphorically and literally. The inner workings of vision, as an 

intertwining of eye and mind, provide the "script" from which Greenaway proceeds 

as the means toward poetic significance. His project is a "looking at looking" 

informed by artistry as "thinking through making." Artists consciously and 

unconsciously frame the world and the nature of this activity and the frames they 

create are as crucial to the aesthetic experience as the content framed. The frame in 

this regard exists as a meta-image in itself which regulates the boundaries in which, 

out of which the advent of vision takes place. 

A Framed Life is perhaps the most significant and formative painterly 

investigation Creenaway has pursued in relation to cinematic presentation and 



manufacture."' It is one of Iiis earliest and most poignant efforts to distance Iiimself 

from the conventional representational language of "realism" as put on trial in 

previous work. If The Drriughrsman's Contraci considers looking and desire in  the 

negative as fixed and mundane, essentially devoid of desire, A Frarned Life is the 

utter affirmation of vision as a multi-layered, erotic event. Greenaway began this 

project of "1,000 Frames" during the making of A TV Dante (1 989), a collaborative 

televisual project with the artist Tom Phillips who undoubtedly influenced various 

aspects of Framed in both manner and method."'in this project, painting is the 

preferred medium of expression since it is "more meditative, more 'abstract' than a 

screen image." Leon Steinmetz refers to them as "quiet paintings." "You can imbue 

these paintings with specific meanings, or with none at all. They are small, modest, 

unassuming. They are, probably, the best of Greenaway's art works, so far. They 

induce contemplation. They are akin to large Rothko canvases-meditations on 

color; or small lapanese rock gardens-meditations on life. They come very close 

to poetry."" [Fig. 41 

This visually sophisticated project consists of a series of "fixed rectangles" 

organized in sequences of eight per a page "with a common characteristic, a 

common color-base, a common shared texture, a common shared medium." The 

proportions of each frame generally conforms to the aspect ratio most commonly 

found in film, 1:1.66 or, the Golden Section. It takes a limited set of qualities from 

the cinematic screen-image and proceeds to interrogate the assumptions and 

conventions which surround them. The "usefulness" of this speculative work finds 

its way into several projects for Greenaway beginning with Death on the Seine and 

persisting through the radical re-framing in Prospero's Books."' 

'' "The ,crics Iiilc. A Fmrrwd L i k  is dirccily rclsied to Daiiic. HI< trials and tribulaiions bcgaii, aitcr all. wlicn lie w i r  falscly 
accuscd cii crimes Iic ncver crimtnitied, wlicn hc was imiied. and bccamc a rciugce. 'A alranger'< Iirrad is bilicr on iny 
tonguc.,' Iic wrotc. Dante-a gwiius bctraycd, Iiunied, wronpd  by a viciuiis poliiical rcgimc-an irnagc si> i ~ in i l i a r  i o  riur 
ccntiiry. As Tom Phi l l ip put ii: 'Dantc'story-thst o i  a powcriul intel lectd in cxAc ... was "01 a iicw aiw cvcn !hm. as il 85 
iiot only dit old onc cveii now."' Stcinmctz (1 9951 p83. 

'' Corning di tlic succeir o i  Tlrc Iiclly d a n  Arcliitccr (19871. Ille iolowinfi two ycar pcrwd is oiic u i  Greenaway'. most 
produciive in Iiis iilrnogr.ipliy. In addiiion to A TV D.mc (1 9891 Iic rc lcawl Droivriing Hy Nunibcn 119881. F i w  o iDro ivn iq  
(19881. Dcalli in thc Sciiic Ll<J881 and Jlic Cook. the Thici. Hii W i e  m d  Hcr Lovcr (19891. A Fr.i,ricd Liic graphically 
engages spcciiic issues whicli appcar in dl tlicsc wurks as impcius 2nd reriiluiion. 



"For a time, these frames ... provided me with a minimal base for 
several projects. ... They are al1 alive in their own right by slight shilts 
of color, texture, and substance. As your eye slides up and down and 
back and forth across the frames they animate the rectangle. Working 
on the principle of retinal remembrance, the eye believes either that 
there is movement-as in a flick-book, a Muybridge photographic 
sequence, a Maray multiple-image sequence, a bande dessiné, a 
storyboard, ultimately a film sequence-or the eye believes in a steady 
state image and that al1 eight rectangles in one sequence are al1 the 
same rectangle, producing a single, times-eight, superimposed image 
of great richness."" 

Framed is a lesson in  the artistic finesse required to elicit the depth which compels 

the eye to wander to-and-fro, pursuing fulfillment in ends which vision alone 

invents. As mentioned above, Greenaway refers to this modality of engagement as 

the "stares" or a "lateral investigation" which seeks depth outside of the illusionistic 

space of three-dimensions. More specific to cinema, it is an investigation which 

serves to deepen his understanding of filmic montage and framing. In each 

instance, it is a matter of achieving a phenomenal depth in the inherent flatness of 

the filmic and painted image. 

As evident in the above quotation, Greenaway is well aware of the tension 

between motion and stasis involved in the aesthetic experience." ln Framed lie 

intends to tenuously hold in suspension the totalizing view and the roaming desire 

of vision. Learning from a particuiarly Modern insight, Greenaway's emphasis on 

the temporalization of vision and the implacable motility of the eye is possible if 

"disciplined" by the rigor of the frame and grid." The effect is one of continual 

oscillation between order and adventure; a journey negotiated by the thinking eye. 

Beyond the obvious frame which surrounds these images, Greenaway creates 

another layer of difficulty and transgression by setting these framed "images" witliin 

the larger field-frame of the page. The placement of the related eight frames is 

measured and calculated establishing a gridded ground upon which they lie. The 

"' Ibid.. p87. 

'" Classical tcnsion as dcmiinwarcd thraugh thc myth oi the cratic iinion ai Hcrnips (motion. tiicsrcngcrl and Hcriia (*tasis. 
lirarihl or in Diana and Artsn. In cithcr caw. thc tension oidcsirc ia ihc iuil Io an ctihcrlor rituaticin. 

*" "Tlic grid. variablc in ratio oi onc sidc ta anoihcr, bot rectangular in csscntmls. a ramporiic ~~~~~~structure oi horizont~lr 
and venical-. ha< been iniponant ior mc in dcvising ihc composition of s ih- iramc wliirh i\ always rigoiaiisly houndcd by 
ihe sidcs and nghl-anglcs oi  a rmanglc. lnro this picturial dirripline. as 20'Qccntury painttng lias so onrn dcmon~tratcù irom 
KI- IO Mavinan,  501 le Wh IO hspw Iohm IO A p s  ivtar~in, much can bc stored wiih clarity and a d c i  and much c m  bc 
made oithc structure iiwli." Pcicr Crrcnaway. Sonie Organi3ing Prinriplcs(5wanrca. 19931 ".p.. scction 18. 



spacing of the frames makes way for a blank space in which vision finds a neutral 

ground of sorts for repose and annotation. However, as soon as the eye focuses 

upon the page as an entity in its own right, the white space becomes an image of 

the grid thereby forcing rnovement upon another plane. In certain instances it can 

be seen as a background but equally so as a mid and foreground. The 'white noise' 

of the paper now becomes audible as a signal-sign in itself, transcending itself as a 

ground andlor grid in  which the peculiar imagery is set. The mobile eye, 

momentarily in stasis, must negotiate between image and the meta-image of the 

frame. The margins which form the grid are invaded by text, color, shimmering 

borders, annotations and miscellanea which quickly draw the eye back and forth, 

to-and-fro through the multiple and ambiguous layers contained inside and outside 

the page. Looking becomes a perpetual oscillation between these two realms where 

figure and ground, order and adventure, inside and outside exchange positions of 

immediacy. The lateral investigation of multiple frames becomes a sagittal 

movement toward poetic insight. The temporalized experience of this continual 

exchange is in fact the depth of the work. 

The frame and grid here is radically different from the lucinda in The 

Draughtsman's Contract which serves to fix and deaden the view. Conversely, the 

static structures which form the precarious boundaries for the imagery in Fr~rned, 

transcend their status as simple borders and organizational devices and acquire a 

phenomenal thickness. The frames were the initial clearing of the ground upon 

which further auspices were to come and overlay and blur. Rather than merely 

contain, these borders activate and aid in the erotic play of looking similar to the 

temporal and spatial boundaries of a game. Furthermore, the sequential nature of 

the project infers a temporal frame endowed with a vitality of infinite suggestion in 

which each frame, each set of eight is one of many floating within a seemingly 

innocuous grid-work. 

Every image is an apparently self contained 'framed life' which requires a 

relational context to breath and excite. Greenaway's initial impetus was to push the 

limits of the quality and quantity of, quite literally, vital forces which might occur 

within a fixed boundary analogical to "the way in which we move through the 

world." His frustration with conventional and technological limitations of the frame 

in an versus his excitement concerning the wildness of Our visual, audible and 



literary world lead to the investigation at hand. He sees the frame in art as a "visual 

straightjacket" which i s  a means to "restrict and confine, crop, cut, shear, prune, 

chop, mande,  bind, imprison, and jail the chaos of visual realities." [Figs. 5-81 

"Since al1 the plastic art and performance art and art-of-the-moving- 
image possibilities are so confined, then let that also be the case for 
reality. The series The Framed Life was to do just that; squeeze a life 
into a frame. Conception, birth, childhood, puberty, sex, love, 
marriage, adultery, maturity, illness, senility, death-al1 held together 
in a fixed rectangle. To do this-first make the rectangles. And I made 
a book of several thousand rectangles, al1 the same size, as a prison 
and box and background to a framed life. O f  course, out of such 
simple parameters can grow an army of possibilities. Fix the discipline 
and anything can be fitted in."" 

The strategy as outlined above relies upon a gestural language in which a plethora 

of ideas are expressed through color, line, shape, texture, text which work to 

foment depth within the disrupted, yet conventional, order of the f rame-~ork.~'  

Framed is a visual conundrum which attempts to overcome the restrictions of the 

frame and the disembodied opticality o f  the 2 0 I h  century spectator. The graphic 

expression of these life-forces is self-consciously non-representational in an attempt 

to de-compose any assumed coherence of form upon which visuality may be 

thought to depend. ldeas are abstracted through the gestures of an agile hand 

informed by the knowing-eye. More than a transformation, in-sight undergoes what 

Merleau-Ponty calls a "transubstantiation" by way of and for the sake of the 

mysteries of vision itself. 

The content, technique and strategy of Framed, as described above, is an 

explicit attempt on Creenaway's part to corporealize vision; to affect a heightened 

modality of looking in which the eye makes contact with the object of its perusal in 

a dense, erotic manner. It is through the recognition of the pulsing nature o f  vision 

that such abstraction toward embodiment is affected. In her essay "The Im/Pulse to 

See" Rosalind Krauss refers to the "dysmorphic condition" of the image which 

basically refers to its constant dissolution where no distinct form or representation 

'' "Tlictr .iw many ditlcrrnl $#rc,th~I.ii c i  ai nuil Iicic-a 1i.m c \ O C P ~ J I J I Y  01 tddtng and ni#\  n;. an animaloi'\ rur~hu ai?  
oi clippmg and p.Wnp. 2 cumpo..l<ir'~ vucdulary oi sp~cmg and miigini and l ir~hdpi r \cn  i ~ h ~ e l m c l d l  ~ o r l r r ' r  



can be identified. Such formlessness is not for wont. The eye, considered as an 

organ of embodiment and eroticization like any other, brings forth distinct forces 

which offer meaning and poetic significance. Such a claim is "dependent on the 

connection of the eye to the whole netwciK of the body's tissue, this force wells up 

within the density and thickness of the ~a rna l  being, as, tied to the conditions of 

nervous life, it is by  definition a function of temporality. For the life of nervous 

tissue is the life of time, the altering pulse of stimulation and enervation, the 

complex feedback relays of tension and protension. So that the temporal is mapped 

onto the figura1 ... as the specific beat of desire-of a desire that makes and loses 

its object in one and the same gesture, a gesture that is continually losing what it 

has found because it has only found what it has already l~s t . " '~  This "chiastic" 

process of losing and finding, of simultaneously seeing and being seen, of the 

inextricability and ambiguity of the subject and object of desire reflects the inherent 

reversibility of vision in which art and aesthetic experience is founded. In its most 

profound sense, the aesthetic experience is synesthetic, engaging the whole of Our 

Being. 

The "pulse" Krauss refers to as "a kind of onloff onloff onloff" is roughly 

equivalent to the aforementioned oscillation-as-depth in vision. The "thickness" of 

the frame is experienced as the phenomenal spatial-temporal condition of the 

"floating edge" in which the diastolic/systolic "pulse" occurs.'" The eye naturally 

responds to the flux of inside and outside tentatively drawn by the frames between 

each image. In Framed there is "a sense both of shrinkage and of growth; 

sometimes the image seems to spread into the frame, sometimes the frame seeps 

into the picture; and this confusion of thresholds has emotional implications. The 

experience, one might say, is edgy; though denying a definite external threshold, 

the smaller images insist upon their own a~tonomy."'~ This ambiguity between 

image and meta-image constitutes the fluid in  which the eye's (erotic) transgression 

occurs and desire remains unfulfilled but full. 

:, " The paiiiter can pick his own iranic. ilic iilin-inakcr 1s nui <O lurky. Havinfi iiiadc a rcleciion iiiim the 'inall nurnhcr r i i  
itlm ratios powblc. carciul composition of a pictiirc into ihc corners a i  a franc and rjghi iu ihc vcry edgrr 15 s t i l l  not 
dcpcndahlc whcn projccied. Exact cymrnelrirs arc no1 Io Ibe r r l i d  upon. Tolcranrcs mus1 bc pcrrnttlcd. Hcnre ilic cmccpt 
a i  the ilomng cdfic: Grcenarvay, Pdpcrl>cr, (19901 pB2. 



The purpose OC art is to "present the unknown (most often abstrùct or 

transccnclcnt) in terms of the known."" It is not a "thinking in images" as mandatecl 

by conventional views of art. The word 'aesthetics' derives from the Creek aitliesis 

which literally means "sensation, per~eption."'~' Art is "for the senses" and the 

mystery of climensionality as clepth in art is first and foremost an issue of the 

temporalization and slowness of perception. 

"A work is created 'artistically' so that its perception is impeded and 
the greatest possible efiect is produced through the slowness o f  the 
perception. As a result of this lingering, the object is perceived not in 
its extension in space, but, so to speak, in its continuity. Thus 'poetic 
language' gives satisfaction. According to Aristotle, poetic language 
must appear strange and wonderful; and, in fact, it is often actually 
foreign. ... roughened ..."" 
The crossing of thresholds, virtual and real, is crucial in this process of 

prolongation which is accomplished through any number of artistic devices of 

which the frame as such is one. The thickness of the frame and its temporalization 

assist in the prolongation constituting the aesthetic moment. It is an advent-ure o i  

the eye set in tension with the order of the frame which is overwhelmed in the end 

but functions to give the illusion of control. The back-and-forth movement 

suggested in viewing the imagery of Frarned is a corporealized contemplation that 

Greenaway has earlier called "the stares." The delay in aesthetic experience is not 

meant to be a parsing out of the sensations but to experience the mysterious flux, 

the ebb and flow of that which is for the senses. 

The an-aesthetization of Our consciousness and Our perceptual faculties in a 

technological world, is facilitated by the sheer over-abundance of material and 

culture, of material culture, and the continual proliferation of devices and 

prosthetics which dull, while 'extending' Our perceptual faculties. With an innate 

sense and urgency Our bodies must adapt by expanding their habitua1 capacity to 

'filter out' this excessiveness of stimuli in order to survive and hold schizophrenia at 



bay. The habitua1 way in which we move through the world is a necessity which 

lias always been but in varying degrees. However, in its extreme, habitualization: 

"... devours works, clothes, furniture, one's wife, and the fear of war. 
'If the whole complex lives of many people go on unconsciously, then 
such lives are as if they had never been.' (Tolstoy) And art exists thar 
one may recover the sensation of life; it exists to make one feel things, 
to make the Stone, stony. The purpose of art is to impart the sensation 
of things as they are perceived and not as they are known. The 
technique of art is to make objects "unfamiliar," to make forms difficult, 
to increase the difficulty and length of perception because the process 
of perception is an aesthetic end in itself and must be prolonged. Art is 
a way of  ex eriencing the artfulness o f  the object; the object is not 
imporf;int."781 

A Framed Life is the epitonie of the prolonged and difficult aesthetic experience 

which revitalizes the acuity of the senses. It is a visual conuncirum which amplifies 

perception through the slowness of looking delicately impeded by the material, 

gestural and artistic devices Greenaway so artfully employs. Its abstractions are a 

"making strange" or defamiliarization of 'how' and 'what' we habitually see, Iience 

the difficulty of looking at these enigrnatic pieces. The "imagery" is vaguely formal 

but primarily material and structural following the fundamental nature of the ideas 

expressed. Materiality, line, shape, color, texture resonate in the body, in the eye. 

The sensuous surface of the work is revealed as the genesis of appearance itself. It 

is a recognition of the work of art as both immanent and transcendent unto itself." 

Through this series of "quiet paintings" Greenaway is compelling the viewer 

to be present at the opening of vision itself as an experience of a peregrine depth 

which vision creates for itself as an erogenous organ. Metaphysically, the aesthetic 

experience, to feel "stony-ness" for example, is an attempt to be present at the 

"fissure of being." It is, as Merleau-Ponty says, an "interna1 animation, a radiation 

of the visible [that] the painter seeks under the name of depth, of space, of color.""" 

The visible forms and un-forms, breathes and is given life through the auspices of 

the thinking eye through imagery which does not purport to be representative of 

'" Ibid.. "IL. M y  cmpha\i\. 



some (one) thing. Meaning escapes but permeates. The iinagery could be some 

thing or no thing; it "may 'mean' in the same way any object means; it has, 

however, one advantage-it is designed especially for perception, for attracting and 

holding attention. Thus it not only bears meaning, it forces an awareness of its 

meaning upon the [viewer].""' The 'content' of the Frarned is a concentraied 

looking at looking foretold by the script written in vision and, reciprocally, in-the- 

visible which is further brought forth by the facile hand of the artist. As such, the 

'script' acts as a narrative or program for artistic manifestation (in vision) as well as 

a rnap for aesthetic experience (in-the-visible). 

In addition, Greenaway often States his desire to "allow the audience in on" 

the most exciting and transcendent experience of art: the creative process itself. It is 

his recognition of "art as a way of experiencing the artfulness of the object." He 

does his best to 'communicate' and prolong the excitements he experiences in the 

making of artifacts by laying bare his own creative impulses and processes. Rather 

than attempting some form of representative realism and in an effort to "detach [art] 

from illusionism." His early attraction to structuralism and subsequent 

phenomenological approach is consistent with his fundamental thinking of art as a 

recognition of its artifices?' Greenaway begins by consciously admitting the 

artificial nature of art to the point of "literal mindedness." Art is something made. 

He ironically sees cinema as nothing more than projected light and shadow upon a 

screen; painting as nothing more than colored oil placed upon a canvas." At al1 

times, viewers are consciously aware that the object of art before them i ç  just that, a 

work of art. It is not a representation of reality, a psychological profile of a 

historical figure, or anything of the representative sort. It is to be experienced on its 

own terms in  a distinctly aesthetic manner. 

This approach to art as a form of exhibitionism of itself or self-reflexivity 

engages the audience to partake in the creative process. As such, the technique and 

media employed are all-important. Greenaway unequivocally recognizes the 

*' Shkliiwky. "Art as Tcchniqiic" 119651 pS. 
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formative power of technique in itself and for itself as the experience of artfulness 

in a work. As a self-proclaimed "painter working in cinema," Greenaway possesses 

a vast repertoire of traditional and technological techniques. His grasp of a 

plentitude of media is grounded in, yet not limited to, his initial training as a painter 

and Iiis early experience as an editor at the Central Ofiice o f  Information. 

Greenaway leaves little unquestioned in cinema and he does this through his use of 

traditional and modern media to interrogate filmic qualities and structures. From 

seemingly rudimentary technical aspects in the production and presentation of a 

motion picture to signifiant narrative and formal structuring devices nothing which 

concerns the history, process, consequences, and intentions of cinema today is 

sacred or immune from his interrogating gaze and facile hand. He understands art 

and making in  general as an important, serious, inherently political and 

ontologically governed enterprise. 

As a student of painting, he was often criticized as being "too literary." The 

young Greenaway was already intoxicated with a multitude of often contradictory 

ideas and was in  need of an appropriate medium to reign in, organize, and express 

these ideas. The traditional school of painting he was being trained in was 

"inadequate" for his "Baroque" sensibility to collect and fold discourses one over 

the other. A pivotal point in Greenaway's career came in 1963 when he saw the 

R.B. Kitaj exhibit Picture with Commentary: Pictures Without Commentary. [Fig. 9, 

141 In Greenaway's own words: 

"1 suddenly saw this body of work which legitimised al1 I had hopes of 
one day doing. Kitaj legitimised text; he legitimised arcane and elitist 
information; he drew and painted as many as ten different ways on the 
same canvas; he threw ideas around like confetti, ideas that were both 
pure painterliness and direct Warburg q u o t a t i ~ n . ~ ~  There are 
unashamed political passion and extravagantly bold sexual imagery. 
His ideas were international ... I envied him and still do ... he is a 

"' That t<, ihc lournal oi  Warburg and Court.iiild Inmutcs. A vcry impunant arpcct u i  GrwnarvayP work ts ihc plcntitudc u i  
hktorirnl reicrcncc and quolaiion. Thii is a i n i ~ l i  spokcn about aspect and will no1 bc addrcrird hcrc. Howcwr. il mu9 bc 
nieniioncd ihat wch user oi Iiisiorv are alwaw iwistcd bv him as a inltcr oi  l w k m  back but no! 'leavinc bchtnd.' Bv 
rclocating hictory in the prercnf and'by d i m r i i ~ g  il. rornething novcl. ailen perverse ir &atcd. The rclcvancr th,< ise and 
abuse oi  hlsiory io archiiccturc gocs withour myin~ .  



painter in wliom I have not a single misgiving and I coulcl not Say tliat 
about any filmmaker.""5 

His paratactic sensibiliiy and desire to gather and organize a multitude of 

discourçes now had an exemplar from which to proceed. For Greenaway, the 

Baroque taxonomist, the technique and medium of collage became an exciting 

investigative and expressive modality toward a higher form of "visual literacy" ihan 

he previously found poçsible. The variety of discourses consuming the young artist 

now had a ground upon which to exist and collide. 

*' 18ctcr Crwnawy, 'My Great Advant.ige Ovcr Vcronew is thal I can tmke pcoplc move," Art Nciwp.,pw $1.9. v.2 luiic 
1991, pp.lO.12. <>uotcd iront Amvork~. ( lW8)  p9. 



Fig. 4a. b: Peter Greenaway, 'A Framed L W  11989) 



Fig. 4c-e: Peter Greenaway, "A Framed Lile" (19139) 



Fis. 4Fi: Peier Gmaway,  'A Framed Life. (1989) 



Fig. 5: Peler Greenaway, 'Nativity Star' 119631 
Fig. 6: Peter G m w a y ,  'Some Vwy Low Temperaturer' 119973 



Fig. 7: Peler Greenaway, 'Frame Caialogue" (1989) 
Fig. 8: Peîw Greenaway, "McCay's Grid" (1989) 



Fig. 9a: R.B. Kitai. 'Erasmus Variations' (1958) 



Fig. 9b: R.B. Kitai, Taml Variations' 11958) 



Fig. 9c: RB. Kitaj, .Specimen Murings o fa  Democrar (1961) 
Fig. 9d: RB. Kilaj, "Trou1 for Factitious Ba i r  (1965) 



A TV DANTE, CANTOS 1-8 

"But why should wc neetl to seek clarification, wlien a pleihora of meaning is desirable?"'"' 

"Rcflection does not withdraw from the world towards the unity of consciousness as the 
worlci's basis; il steps back 10 waich the forms of transcendence fly up like spark from a fire; il 
slnckens rhc inienrion.il rhredds which attilch us io  the worltl and thus brin8 them io Our notice; 
it alone is consciousness of the worltl because it rcveals that world as strange and 
pnracloxical.""' 

A Framed Life was titled in homage to the unjust 'framing' and exile of Dante 

Alighieri during which he wrote his magnum opus, The Divine Comedy. A large 

portion of Framed was completed during the making of A TV Dante (1 989) upon 

which Greenaway collaborated with the artist Tom Phillips [Fig.lO], whom he 

undoubtedly found mutual ~omplicity."~ The justification for pairing the two by 

Channel 4 who commissioned the work, lies in the fact that firstly, in 1983 "Phillips 

published a de luxe 'Livre d'Artiste' edition of his own translation of Dante's 

lnferno with the Talfourd Press. This monumental book was constructed over seven 

years, using sources accumulated during the previous twenty. I n  the tradition of 

fine-art publication it consists of etchings, lithographs and screenprints which 

illustrate a superbly printed hand-set text, and it utilizes the finest materials and 

methods of production."" Thus it seems Phillips would be a logical choice for the 

translation of the lnferno into another medium. For Greenaway's part, he brought a 

vast technical skill and filmic understanding of montage to the project, something 

Phillips lacked and which was absolutely necessary for the realization of the 

project. O f  course, many filmmakers, in principle, could have fulfilled this 

'technical' requirement but the fact of the matter is that the shared artistic scope of 

each auteur could not have been more similar, thus making them a likely 

*VI'ctcr Grecnaway. Flyirig Out of Tliis WorldIChic.igo. 19941 pluS. 
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collaborative pair. "The affinities perceivecl betweeii Phillips and Greenaway's 

work included 'their quest to make ricli artifacts of multi-leveled meaning, their 

serious use of games, systems and catalogues, ancl tlieir fascination with olcl modes 

oithought yoked ro the most modern forms oiexpression."'"' 

The Divine Comedy lends itself to the "laminations," different overlays and 

stunning imagery found in the Phillips and Greenaway work. A widely talked about 

aspect of A TV Dante is the framing and re-framing of discourses, layers o i  

understanding and levels of access embodied in  Dante's original literary work."' 

"The Divine Comedy-al1 14,322 lines of it-is like a cosmic, hypnotic 
trance. But it is built with the mathematical precision of a Bach 
masterpiece. The poem consisis of three parts-lnferno, Purgatorio, 
and Paradiso-reflecting the three regions of the Other World, each 
divided into nine sections Kircles). Each part of the Divine Comedy is, 
in turn, divided into thirty-three chapters, or cantos, plus the first, 
introductory canto-thus, the total nurnber of cantos is exactly one 
hundred. One of the most important scenes-the vision of Beatrice-is 
in Canto Thirty of the Piirgatory, with sixty-three cantos before and 
thirty-six cantos after it-a perfect Golden Section. In addition, each 
part of the poem ends with the word "stelleM-stars. In a letter to one of 
his patrons, Dante talks about the four levels of his poem-real, 
allegorical, moral, and divine; "hoc estplurium sensuum," he says."" 

This highly structured work with its use of specific literary devices no doubt 

appealed to Greenaway with his obsession with lists, taxonomies, grids, and so on. 

In the case of this visual translation, frarnes are ideas and discourses whose density, 

abundance and proliferation requires a paratactic sensibility in their composition 

and presentation. In this sense, images (visual or literary) are ontologically 

economical to gather and compose. "An 'Image' is that which presents an 

intellectual and emotional complex in an instance of time. ... It is the presentation 

of such a 'cornplex' instantaneously which gives that sense of sudden liberation; 

that sense of ireedom from time limits and space limits; that sense of sudden 

"'Ihid.. p l i j .  M y  rrnplia'is. 
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growth, which we experience in the presence of the greatest works of art. ... It is 

better to present one Image in a lifetime than to prcsent volumiiious works!"" It is 

an aesthetic understanding which makes sense of the density of the imagery which 

abounds in Dante's work as well as in its televisual translation by Greenaway and 

Phillips. 

A TV Dante is a tour de force of the radical framing and re-framing of which 

Greenaway is now well known. This work attempts IO gather multiple discourse- 

franies and present them througli the televisual medium. The inherent flatness of 

the screen image and the use of the technique of video montage creates a multi- 

layered and inter-referential work which slows and intensifies perception by putting 

varying and simultaneous demands upon the eye-mind. In A TV Dante we see 

frames within frames, images within images, text within texture, discourses within 

discourses. lFig.111 Accompanied by A Framed Life, this was Greenaway's first 

attempt ai such a focused investigation of the frame and frarning which is 

subsequently refined in various exhibits, urban installations and cinematically 

notable in Prospero's Books (1 991) and The Pillow Book (1 996)."' lFig.12, 131 

The idea of the frame is clearly found as early as the lucinda in The 

Draughtsman's Contract which as discussed above operates as a closing in  of the 

image. Its negative status in relation to the multifarious process of looking is a 

reflection of Greenaway's interest in the thickness of the frarne notas a barrier but 

as a rnagnet for the gathering o f  discourses. Whereas the draughtsman's lucinda 

attempts to prohibit and eliminate movement inside and out of the framed image, 

motion pictures are moving images which are further circumscribed by the meta- 

image of the frame. "Because the image is moving, objects within it appear to enter 

and leave the frame, and the frame itself moves."" The lucinda is a frame which 

embodies Cartesian opticality and points toward the middle at sorne single point- 

of-view. It is a frame which is hardened and hardens the eye rather than a frame 

which exists as a tear or wound between the work and the world. To the contrary, 

Y Al ihi iu~l i  thmc rvorkr arc bcynnd the scopc oi the prc5cnt discaurrc thcy arc proioundly rclcvanr to the rri i i irnieir oi ~ h c  
idrùs prescnicd Iicrc. 

-l'.%cm (I%i,, pl,. 



Greenaway's search is for a (cinematic) frame which allows the iree-flow of icleas, 

contexts and images in and out of the work. The frame as such does not limit but 

transforms, transports the embodied spectator freely between world and work as his 

investigations in Frnmed begin to suggest. We are continually confronted with a 

profusion of ideas which are somehow organized and loosely held togetlier or 

'catalogued' by a frame or series of frames which define a uniquely qualified space 

of inveniory. The erotics or phenomenal pressure binding these multiple and 

diverse discourses is aesthetic and primarily visual. Differing discourses are 

alternatively pulling and pushing, holding and releasing and it is the inclusionary 

and simultaneously centrifuga1 frame which is gathering rather than excluding. 

The "content" of the frame is ambiguously set within the irame-as-content 

provoking embodied movement and intellection simultaneously as a transgression 

of provisional boundaries. There exists a paradoxical movement between a content 

which is thought to be understood and meanings which are intuited only to be 

disrupted by what the eye sees. There is no attempt made to clarify but only to 

amplify and augment the meaning to which we are "condemned" as being-in-the- 

world."" Discourses are re-vitalized through arcane references and juxtaposed to 

familiar ones which are further twisted and defamiliarized thus creating the novel. 

Each frame functions through allusion, inference, association and is a phrase 

expressing its own peculiar notion of depth, together iorming a poem of a 

"thousand frames." As such, the work as a unity, transcends the structures and 

boundaries which precariously holds it together. 

I n  A TV Dante, fragmentary images, moving bodies, text and texture, 

patterns and numbers al1 cluster at the rnargins and act as a hinge, provoking the 

viewer 'beyond' or outside the immediacy of the work while simultaneously 

drawing him deeper within the Inferno. It is an intertwining of eye and mind 

'stirring up' an uncanny and often un-easy depth. At issue here is a primary issue of 

the temporalized eroticization oflin vision spoken of throughout this text: a non- 

perspectival vision which is attained through a twisting of technological 

instruments emblematic of Cartesian opticality. A TV Dante represents a crucial 

juncture in Greenaway's development in this regard since it was the technology o i  



television and video itself which fortifiecl his insight of twisting technology frorn 

within to a new level. 

The idea and technique of collage which Greenaway was well familiar with 

prior to Dante serves as the expressive medium to investigate and present this 

notion of aesthetic experience. Collage challenges "the fundamental principle of 

Western painting from the early Renaissance to the late nineteenth century that a 

picture is a window on reality, an irnaginary transparency through which an 

illusion is discerned. Collage also subverts al1 conventional figure-ground 

relationships, for here nothing is either 'figure' or 'ground'; rather, the collage 

juxtaposes real items ... so as to create a curiously enigrnatic pictorial surface. For 

each elernent in the collage has a dual function: it refers to an external reality even 

as ils compositional thrust is to undercut the very referentiality it seems to assert.""' 

Beyond referential significance however, collage asserts a mode1 of vision which 

recalls the uncanny depth of "a curiously enigmatic pictorial surface" which has 

less to do with content than with the fact that "nothing is either 'figure' or 'ground"' 

i n  a stable or  fixed manner. The relationship is subverted but not in sirnply 

referential terms since figure and ground arnbiguously fold in on one another 

resisting discreet identification as eitherlor. Perspectival space is distorted and 

collapsed to affect the heterotopian space of the collage thus heightening one's 

perceptual awareness in the aesthetic act. 

The experiential ambiguity and tension effected through an original 

technique of montage found in rnuch of Greenaway's work is due to such an 

erotics of vision which is best exernplified through the paratactic logic of the 

modern notion of collage. In TV Dante the collage sensibility is made readily 

apparent by the flatness of the televisual screen which acts somewhere in-between 

the perspectival spatiality of the carnera and the flatness engaged by the painterly 

eye. By considering the technique and idea of collage it is possible to consider the 

vast majority of work Greenaway produces as well as demonstrate the uneasiness 

with his work consistently, yet enigmatically, experienced by audiences far and 

wide. 



THE TECHNIQUE AND IDEA OF COLLAGE 

"If d piecc of newspapcr can bccomc a boiilc, that givcs us someiliing io think al~oui in 
conneciion with both ncwspapcrs and boitles, too. This displacecl objcci h,is entcrecl a universc 
for which it was no1 marlc ancl whcrc it rcidins, in a measurc, its strangcncss. Ancl this 
sirangencss wns whai WC wanied io makc peoplc think about bccause we wcre quite ,\ware 
iliat Our world was bccoming very sirange and noi exactly remuring." 

-Picasso, speaking of the technique of pipier col16 or col lag~."~ 

"Si ce sont les plumes qui font le plumage, ce n'est pas la collc qui fait Ic collage." 
-Max Ernd" 

"One might say cach individual work, sniall or large, has two ambitions: Io refer to nothing 
ouiside of iisclf, and to refer to everyihing ihat is in the world." 

-Peler G r e e n a ~ a y ' ~  

Greenaway typifies his work as a "cinema of ideas" and the aforementioned 

gathering would account for the often cited label attributed to his work and artistic 

sensibility as "Baroque." There is no doubt that the referential and discursive 

'hinges' discussed above have a Baroque sentiment. However, a more profitable 

understanding of his work and process is fundamentally an issue of visuality 

steadfastly situated within the twentieth century aesthetic of collage. In this sense, 

the notion of the Baroque is better characterized as an operative tendency as 

defined by Gilles Deleuze: 

"The Baroque refers not to an essence but rather to an operative 
function, to a trait. It endlessly produces folds. It does not invent things: 
there are al1 kinds of folds coming from the East, Greek, Roman, 
Romanesque, Cothic, Classical folds. ... Yet the Baroque trait twists 
and turns its folds, pushing them to infinity, fold over fold, one upon 
the other."'" 

What Picasso is aware of in the above conversation is the polymorphic 

being of the life-world and its disquieting nature when brought to the foreground. 

For Greenaway, cinema seriously lags behind the other arts in addressing the 

evident twentieth century turbulence. It has not learned important lessons from 

** l'icasw in ronvcrsafion wiih Fraqoisc Cilof. liic iviili Picasu [New York: hlcGraw Hill. 19641 piO.  

Mm Ernrl. "r\ii de16 de la pcinlure" (19361. E~rifurm ll'arts: Callmiard. 1970) pZ56. QuoIr4 irom l'crloii, (19831 p6. 

""AnivoA (1998l p23. 

CiIlcm Ucleuzc. Tlic Fold. lcibnir mdrhe 8,iroquc. i rmr  Tom Conley ihlinncapolis, 1993) pl. 



other arts, especially modern artists and movements such as the Cubists, 

Surrealism, Picasso, James Joyce, Marcel Duchamp, John Cage and so on. Among 

his heroes, Greenaway counts several but none more so than R.B. Kitaj, the 

American expatriate painter."' In Kitaj, Greenaway found validation of his beliefs 

that painting can be as multi-layered and complex as literature and poetry. [Figs. 9, 

141 This epiphany came at a crucial point in his nascent career in which he found a 

paratactic - 'Baroque' - mechanism, which excited his ambitions in art previously 

rejected in his formal art school training. 

Although collage as an art form shattered conventional aesthetic norms upon 

its abrupt appearance, it has become, at least superficially, a very commonplace 

aesthetic in contemporary culture. The radicalness of Greenaway's employment of 

collage only gains credence in relation to the way in which he distorts Modern 

perspectival space through the flatness of the picture plane, whether that be a film 

screen or a piece of paper. Throughout his career Greenaway has prodigiously 

engaged the technique of collage as a form of process work for preparation, 

retrospection, commentary or simply as a cathartic manifestation of an idea on 

paper. The accomplishments he has made 'on paper' as in a work entitled "If Only 

a Film Could D o  the Same ..." [Fig. 151 no doubt set a standard from which he 

hopes could occur in film: 

"A Diptych full of incident, mainly of deep pink and blue and brown 
which are colors of the human skin under stress, bruising and the Sun, 
though that is an afterthought. The paint and the color effortlessly hold 
the various contents together-the fragmented watches and the 
buckles, the electrical equipment, the bureaucratic forms and the 
wallpaper-Time and shaving, going to school and bondage ... a list of 
Ds and a text of madness and Death Valley ... the dim and the sharp, 
the flat and the faded, the assertive and the self-effacing ... if only a 
film could do the sane... but we expect content and narrative 
continuity of film and could never conceive of shape and color being 
responsible enough to provide ~oherence."'~' 

The juxtaposition of this textual vignette and the object-image form their own level 

of collage in addition to the image proper, which further unlinks the work-object 

"': Kital has vcry recrntly rcturned to Amcrica irom I>is 40 year exilc abrmd. Hc movcd ia Los Angclcr irom London wliere 
hc has l i v d  for mort u i  his Iiie. 



from its conventional association, sense, and meaning."'" There is no central 

ordering system ai work here. In collage any perceived ordering systern is 

provisional and tentative since it subverts its own reference for the sake of 

multiplicity. As simultaneously Iabyrinthine and paratactic, elements are composed 

and CO-ordinated in such a way as to gain coherence through shape, color and the 

technique itself. Juxtaposition and chance excite and destabilize perception. 

In French, 'collage' is a slang term meaning an illicit sexual union: literally 

as, two people living or 'pasted' together. As not conventionally sanctioned, it is an 

unfamiliar union with erotic undertones. The pasting together of paper, images, 

objects, text, and so on, works on any number of levels according to the context 

which develops before it. In other words, things come together erotically. Ever 

since A TV Dante, Greenaway has invoked various technologies to counteract the 

single, absolute point-of-view and static frame endemic to cinema. Collage is a way 

to gather and compose multiple points-of-view and discourses which enlivens and 

deconstructs the voyeuristic gaze of the camera and the disembodied form of 

mastery associated with modern opticality. It is the claim here that the multi and 

varied paper and painterly investigations which Greenaway carries forth inform the 

way in which he distorts the uniquely perspectival space of the camera thus 

contributing to way in  which he creates an uncanny and disturbing aesthetic 

experience in  his filmic work. 

Although he employs several forms and techniques which can be variously 

subsumed under the notion of collage, it is evident that a primary directive 

concerns the literal and metaphoric ground upon which an artist operates. Rather 

than the assumed neutrality of the cinematic carnera and screen of projection or the 

blankness of paper or canvas, Greenaway often initiates his efforts within the 

context of a given or readymade surface or device. 

"Readymade. There is nothing readymade about the painter's blank 
canvas or the draftsman's white sheet, even if we could say each of 
those surfaces is already organized, already structured by the lattice 
through which perspective will map the coordinates of external space. 
For the smooth white surface of each is nonetheless the index of a kind 
of emptiness, a fundamental blankness which is that of the visual field 

"' The rclation bctwccn tcxt 2nd irnajic in Grccnarvay is a vcry ii i lcrcstin~ and romplcx issuc. Although rclcvanl hcie il is 
&ond h c  scopc d I h c  prcscnl discourse, Uiki ta hu l lY9 i l  pnru l~dy  chi1ptcr 6. and Woods (l996L 



itself understood as a field of projection. It stands, that is, for what is 
assumed to be the nature of vision's spontaneous opening onto the 
external world as a limitless beyond, an ever retreating horizon, a 
reserve assumed from the outset but never filled in advance. If in 
traditional perspective vanishing point and viewing point, horizon line 
and canvas surface, finally mirror one another in a complicitous 
reversibility, this is because they represent two funds of pure 
potentiality, two locations of the always-ever never-yet-filled: on the 
one hand, the horizon that vision probes, and on the other, the welling 
up of the glan~e.""~ 

The synesthetic experience of depth is considered under a new set of terins in 

which the ambiguity and oscillation of figure and ground promote a difficulty in 

looking and slowing of perception. The visual mode1 upon which this activity takes 

place is the complete reversal of traditional perspectival space in which the image 

presented in neither figure-against-ground nor the complete abstraction and 

destruction of either. 

As eloquently discussed by Rosalind Krauss in The Optical Unconscious, the 

notion of the readymade, rnanufactured surface appears potently in the work of 

Max Ernst and later as a manufactured, technologically produced object in Marcel 

Duchamp. Ernst is credited with the technique of überrnahlung or 'overpainting' 

which is to Say that "instead of collage's additive process, in which disparate 

elements are glued to a waiting, neutral page, the overpaintings work subtractively. 

They delete; they take away. In order to make them, Ernst had selected a 

commercially printed sheet, and with the aid of ink and gouache, he had opaqued 

out various elements of the original to produce a new generation of image. ... [Tlhe 

collages are built on grounds constituted by 'the readymade images of objects.'" "'" 
[Fig. 16, 171 

Greenaway explicitly acknowledges this technique in an early work entitled 

Over-painting Three (1973). [Fig.l8] Furthermore, in speaking of a collage work 

entitled "Chinese Wallet" he is clear on the type of difficult and active visuality 

required in aesthetically considering such imagery. [Fig. 191 



"The eye can travel across this landscape, reading it small or reading i t  
large, following directives, bumping into obstacles, circumnavigating 
colors, treading softly over precarious textures,.questioning obscurities 
and ambiguities, understanding a reference point, bypassing unknown 
territory. In such a way we read a map of a landscape. In such a way, 
in the end, we 'read' everything, putting forward some personal or 
borrowed order with which to discipline every chaos, hoping for 
rules-and if there aren't any, then inventing ~ome."'~' 

The images in Framed have already been discussed in regard to the grid and frame 

as a figure-ground reversal. Other instances are too numerous to discuss hereiUH 

(Fig.191 but notable ones are the collages done in  relation to the "catalogue-film" 

The Falls (1980) where it was necessary to "arrange and codify extensive 

information" therefore "al1 manner of bureaucratic devices were used, not least the 

grid, which, in appropriate self-reflexive terms, was the film animator's grid. On  

this graphic account of field sizes is collaged much pertinent information about 

flight and flying-aspirations, airrnen and aviators, pilots and navigators and 

birdmen."'"' [Fig. 201 

Also, the postcards and accompanying framed yet curiously cinematically 

flattened views of Rome in The Belly of an Architect are noteworthy. [Fig. 211 Here 

Greenaway uses a "handful of [purchased] Roman picture-postcards that wil l  

conduct you, building by building, street by street, from one side of the city to the 

other. Twenty-five postcards can take you from the Piazza del Popolo to St. Peters, 

each postcard containing in the background a detail of the main view in the next 

postcard. Every postcard is printed in an edition of five hundred thousand. Reverse 

the habit of such mass production and such mass communication and make 26 

unique postcards of Rome, one for each letter of the alphabet and send them to 

your dead hero. Or heroine. Their connecting sites wil l  not be sights or sites or 

tourist attractions or streets or buildings but threads of an entirely different 

nature.""' In The Belly of an Architect, the disembodied eye is constantly parodied 

''U Ta mention a scant iew oi his niost notable p~picrcoll6 which are relcvanl ro !lie pre*ent dimtsrion: Nalivrty Star (19631: 
8iillivorker ll9721: Cliincse W,dler (19721; Waicrpapcrr (19741; Vertical Fcaturer Reriiakc: Tlic Rcwardi 'Gl.?sliury' I l 9 iJ l :  
100 Windmilb: Nunibcr 7 (19781: i'rosucro's Alleeorier: Nielit. Niclit 1. 5ilcnii.i. Thc Arrtliinctioan. Vulcan (1991 1. All can 



tlirough clevices such as a photographic camera which is not loaded, characters 

peering tlirough key holes and the notion of an exhibit and architecture as back, 

mid, foreground to the life of the city."' [Fig. 21 i, j] 

The readymade ground of the film animator's grid and the mass produced 

postcards is similarly considered in a series of works which are categorical rather 

than specific to a single work. Greenaway has continually produces what is 

referred to as "script-collages." [Fig. 221 In this work-as-process, Creenaway uses a 

typed page from a what one presumes to be a script for a film. It is upon this 

ground which he further augments by collaging found objects-images, adding 

rubbings of textures from a surface, painting and including hand-written 

annotations. One gets the sense that these collages are done on the set or location 

during a film, on vacation, or possibly in his studio. The typed page provides a 

'space of inventory' just as the grid in Frarned where another form of 'cataloging' 

can take place. There is no attempt made to obliterate the appliedness of these 

collaged figures. In fact the fragmentary and trace-like character of these elements 

as found or applied in situ is amplified through the technique. The script however 

does not simply rest as background. Its strength as a figure creates an ambiguity as 

the underlying text-ure re-surfaces continually through references, juxtaposition of 

words with image and the desire of the viewer to read what lies as the ground. The 

aborted reading of the script pulls the text-ground to the foreground while 

simultaneously exploding the page-frame. 

At issue is a peculiar layering and hinging of the pictorial surface which 

phenomenologically challenges the viewer and instigates the eye as an erogenous 

organ resulting in a subversion of common sense perspectival space and 

perception. In discussing Ernst's The Master's Bedroom, [Fig.23] Krauss refers to the 

relationship between ground, figure, perspective and depth as follows: 

"That the ground of The Master's Bedroom is not a latency but a 
container already filled, so that the gaze is experienced as being 
saturated from the very start; that the perspective projection is not felt 
as a transparency opening onto a world but as a skin, fleshlike, dense, 
and strangely separable from the objects it fixates; these features 

"' In Thc Sloirs: Ceocw urbaii installation he dcmonstrated hi< uncanny abiliiy Io take advant~gc oi a contchi and 11s givcn, 
in a pure iorm. For Sitc #SI1 hc 'iramcs' a srulpturc whow arrn irames Mont Blanc. Wiihin the imnc I, ihe Iircast oi ihe nudc 
sdpturc which Lwautiiully doublm ihe moutmin. S m  Fig. 21 k. 
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present a visual model that is at one and the same time the complete 
reversal of traditional perspective and the total refusal of ils modernist 
alternative." I l Z  

In beginning with a ground which is simultaneously and ambiguously a figure, the 

operation becomes a subtraction o f  dimensionality rather than a construction of 

three-dimensions to achieve depth. Furthermore, the depth sought is phenomenally 

and temporally thickened through an oscillation between figure and ground; tiriie is 

distorted, even negated, and looking consists of an interplay of simultaneity and 

reflexivity. 

The use and distortion of a perspectival given is obviously something which 

any filmmaker must contend according to the technological disclosure of the world 

through the lens of the camera. Rather than taking such a "given" as fact, 

Greenaway utilizes his painterly eye to manipulate the non-objective artifactual 

and ready-made character of the camera to critically and self-reflexively turn it 

back on itself to create an original and creative surplus which has more in common 

with the erotics of collage than conventional montage or perspectival opticality. 

The collusion of these two techniques finds an overt expression in his early film A 

Walk Through H (1978) where map-overpaintings are traversed by a roving 

camera. Although such twisting of technology finds a greater degree of 

sophistication in its filmic expression in later films such as Prospero's Books (1991), 

Walk represents Greenaway's most "naked" questioning of such issues in its overt 

juxtaposition of work-as-process with cinema as a technological medium. 

"' Krausr Il9931 p5-I. Thc absurd 'clticr' as iound in tlic sccnc/dr.iwinp a i  Thc Dratiglitrman's Contract pcriorm a siniilar 
o p a t m  ~ o q ~ ~  an ana,qou< c~netnattc contcxt. 



Fig. 10: Tom Phillipr, pages fmm "A Humumenl: ATrealed Victorian Novel" 



Fig. I la,  b: Peier Greenaway and Tom Phillipr, mœdage from ' A N  Dante' 11989) 



Fig. llc, d: Peler Greenaway and Tom Phillips, montage from ' A N  Dante' (1989) 



Fig. 12: P e r  Greenaway, %me Imm 'Pmrpwo'r LI&' (1991 1 
Fig. 13: Pmer Gieenaway, xenehwn'Pillow BmlC (1996) 



Fig. 14a: R.B. Kitai, 'Dimnlling the Red Tenr (1964) 
Fig. 14b: R.B. Kitaj, 'Smyma Greekm(1976-771 



Fig. 15: Peier Greenaway, 'If Only a Film Could Do the Same ..." 09721 



Fig. 16a: Max Ernst, .Approaching Puberiy ... m i e  Pleiaded' Il9211 



Fig. 16b: Max Ernst, 'And Volcanic Women Lih and Shake Their Bodies' Posterior PaN in a Menacing Way' (1929) 
Fig. 16c: Max Ernst The Hundred-Headless Woman Opwis Hw AuguwSlewe'(1929) 

lllluswations irom .La Femme 100 tetes'l 



Fig. 17: Max Ernst, 'Cheeriul Awakening of the Geyser ..." (1921) 
Fig. 18: Peler Greenaway, 'Overpainting Three" (1973) 



Fig. 19a: Peter Greenaway, "Chinese Wallel 1" (19731 



Fig. 19b: Peler Greenaway. 'Chinese Wallel 11' (1973) 
Fig. 19c: Peler Greenaway, 'Chinese Wallel 111' (1973) 
Fig. 19d: Peler Greenaway, 'Chinse Wallet IV' (1973) 



Fig. 20ac: Peler Greenaway, collages from The Falls: FaIlaire' (1975ô0); "Fallacet' (197840); "FaIlab,+ L197880) 



Fig. ZOd. e: Peler Greenaway, collages fmrn The Falls: Fallabus" (1978-80); 'Fallss (197e-80) 



Fig. 2lah: Peiw Greenaway,paard-collager, The Belly of an Archi td  (198n 



Fig. 21i: Petw G~enaway,key-hole wene, T h e  Belly of an Architm" (19871 
Fig. 21 j: Peler Greenaway,exhibit viewiinderr, The Belly of an Archite* (1987) 



Fig. Zlk: Petei Greenaway,"Slairr. Geneva ml" (1994) 



Fig. 22a. b: Peter Greenaway,xriplcollages, 'Lwking for Nabokov" 11978); "Ambassadon" (1988) 



Fig. 22c-1: Peler Greemway.uript-collager. 'Day 1' (19881; 'lcams. (1988): 'lconoclasf (1988); "Ink Mistrerrrerr (19881 



Fig. 228-j: Paer Creenaway,xriprcollages, 'Inquiratois" (1988): *&inemalician' (1988); .Minervan 11988); "Minotauf (1988) 



Fig. 2): Max Ernst, I h e  Master's Bedroom' (1920) 



AN UNEASY CARTOGKAPHY: A Wt\LK THROUGH H 

"So tlie winding path is gradually leatling the viewer to a destination, for the paradox does have 
another salient characteristic, after all. It lays claini with great certainty to truth, but it is 
precisely that certainty that makes us suspect the opposite, the untruth. The play of opposites is 
an artificial construction, a black-and-white argument, and precisely because of that demands 
thc niost rcfincd subtlety of ihoiighi. As a result, the paradox leads a lifc entirely of its own as a 
recliercliP, formal, closed siaiement whereby the worlci is reducetl to two extremes: fact and 
artifact. Yet Grecnaway knows thai it is precisely this which possesscs such a libcrating 
cliaracter and implies an intellectual frecdom; for pardox is the place wliere logic basks in 
creativity, so credting room for the irr.~tional."~" 

The notion of travel serves as a poetic metaphor for multiple human 

endeavors, not least of which is the 'journey of journeys' called life. In an early 

filmic work entitled A Walk Through H: The Reincarnation o f  an Ornithologist 

(1 978) Greenaway evokes this poetic paradigm to take the viewer on an aesthetic 

excursion whilst accompanying an ornithologist on his final 'walk' whose 

destination is ambiguously 'H.'"" Aided by a set of maps, [Fig. 241 his travels take 

him "through a series of landscapes, from the city to the ~ i lderness. "~ '~  It becomes 

apparent however that the journey is the destination which can be taken as 

metonymically representative of Greenaway's oeuvre in composition, manner and 

method. 

The narrator of the film, who we never see but whose voice guides us 

through the film, is a sou1 whose journey comprises the content and narrative of the 

film. The camera moves in, through, and out of the maps to various other images 

which relate in  literal and arcane ways to the voice-over. The ornithologist is the 

collecter of ninety-two maps which structure the film as well as the gallery exhibit 

we see embedded in  the film at the beginning and which we return to at the end. 

The symmetry between the aesthetic experience, the creative process, life and the 

travel metaphor is therefore explicit from the inception of the film. 

The role of the maps is to provide the sou1 with the necessary grounding for 

this final journey. We are informed by the narrator that these maps are variously 

"' I'nscoc 119971 p.66. hly emphasi. 

"' The narratur-sou1 i, onen idcniiiied willi Grwnawvay's i~thcr.  an amateur bird-watrhcr. wlinrc dcath orcurred jus1 ticiorc 
tlie making ni !hi< iilm. 'My iathcr d i~d .  His orntllrological knowlrdp. newr collctrcd in anytliing Iikc a camprehcnrtblr 
hook-it was i ivc suitcarcs and twn triinks o i  sc.ittcrt.d nutcs-dicd wlth him. 1 made a i i lm in rn~all rcparation. II w.is 
cnlitlcd A Walk Througli H ..." Slcinmclz (1995) p l i .  

Grccnway. P.ipers (1990) p58. 



stolen, found, given as gifts or purchased. Upon hearing of the ornithologist's 

illness and impending death these maps were gathered and "placed in sorne kind of 

order by his lifelong friend and fellow ornithologist Tulse Luper." As in  The 

Drauglitsman's Contract, Greenaway incorporates work-as-process into a film as 

characters and content. The rnaps are cornprised of drawings, collages, paintings, 

or found objects "in some cases very old, in sorne cases new," which forrn an open 

travelogue of sorts which is dependent upon the viewer's own translation. "The 

rnaps were necessarily very varied, sornetimes easy and obvious to follow, 

sornetirnes not cartographical at al1 in the orthodox sense, but consisting of a series 

of symbolic instructions or a written text. Towards the second half of the journey, 

the rnaps becarne, to Say the least, ambiguous, and the ornithologist had to rnake 

his own choice of which paths to follow. By the very end of the journey the paths 

thernselves became very indistinct, perhaps being no more than the record of 

passing cloud-shadow or a scent on a variable wind.""' As a rule, rnaps indicate 

unfamiliar territory; they purport to aid in orientation, direction and awareness of a 

place. They are devices coveted by the traveler, geographer, architect and military 

general. They frarne and section pieces of the earth and the heavens and whose 

abstraction one rnust 'enter' in order to move about accordingly. It is one of the 

rnost universa! imaginative displacements found in the Western consciousness and 

Greenaway uses this cornrnonplace phenornenon as the basis for his imaginative 

perversions. 

The arnbiguous and contingent status of these so-called rnaps sets up a 

paradoxical situation between a presupposea notion of order and the seductive 

irnagery which forrns before the eye. The difficult aesthetic experience of the work 

requires an imaginative and ernbodied negotiation by the hero-viewer throughout 

hislher travels. Greenaway refers to the rnaps as "catalogue-drawings" referring to 

the tension he continually upholds between order and adventure, logic and 

discovery. He inverts the cornrnon sense understanding of the totalizing view 

normally seen to be the function of a rnap in favor of an arnbiguous ground upon 

which the imagination rests and functions. Rather than facts which purport truth, 

these maps are quite simply artifact. In this sense, al1 artwork is a 'rnap' to find and 



lose oneself. The labyrinthine maps contained in Walk are visual landscapes which 

operate as fields of play in which the embodied imagination is enliveiied by the 

contradictory situation. These works are self-conscious of their own artifice which 

is inclusive of accident and contrivance, paradoxically promoting a directed 

indirection or delay in their assimilation as maps in the conventional sense. Like 

the grid and frame juxtaposed to the 'clues' in The Draughtsrnan's Contract and the 

non-representative, gestural imagery in A Framed Life, these maps are suggestive of 

a path but this path is one of indeterminacy and discovery."' "The maps are not 

necessarily presented in the order that had been suggested to the ornithologist to 

find his way, for everyone's journey is different. Most people forget the route 

anyway, which is just as well, for they would be able to tell others and thus make 

the journey of others uneventful and unrewarding. It is a fact that the ornithologist 

arrived at his destination though it can never be certain if the H in his case stood 

for Heaven or Hell. But then such a thing can never be certain, for one man's 

Heaven is often another man's Hell.""' 

On  a larger scale, the artistic pursuit Greenaway carries forth can be 

characterized as a calculated and continual oscillation between order and 

adventure. The contradictory nature of these two modalities of human action is 

contained within the emblem of the map and the visual-audible 'reading' of its 

ciphers. The journey of the imagination is an embodied and temporalized 

experience in which order and discovery iold one over the other revealing the 

known and the unknown while creating a space for the irrational. These maps 

which are "not cartographical at al1 in the orthodox sense" turn the tables on clarity 

in  the name of ambiguity and excitement thereby inverting the classical 

(technological) hierarchy of logic over discovery, order over adventure. 

At an operative and ontological level, Greenaway's model of 'staring' is 

taken directly to the viewer through the lens of the camera. It should be apparent 

that in  al1 of Greenaway's work, viewing has a different value than commonly 

expected. As exhibited, fabricated works in their own right, the map-collages in 

"' 'From tlic grid iii the map, ihe mort cxcellenr d urg~niitng rysrcrns rurncd inIo a painting. Thc map i5 thiw t c n w  in one. 
II c m  4iow you whcre yuu Iiauc hecn. rvhere you arc and whwc you will be. Il c m  alwayc \how you whrm you could lm. 
rvhcre you could have bccn and where you niight like to be. And al1 in one plain oi rcicrencc.' Crcenawy. Soiiic 



Walk exist on their own terms and must be "read as a symbol, both material and 

figürative, of the quest; as much in the sense of psychology as topography." They 

are largely made in the manner of overpaintings and contain an ambiguous sort of 

depth while provoking and subverting the disembodied view of the camera. "Yet 

with their air of incipient transformation - these maps are, nevertheless, cinematic. 

Each circumscribes a neutral, menacingly denuded space, a frame or screen where 

anything may appear or happen; where narrative is frozen into the stasis of gesture; 

and where gesture, rounding back on ernptiness and silence, finally invokes 

uncertainty. lust as Creenaway's previous work explored the vertiginous instability 

of a contingent world, so these canvases portray the horror of reoccurrence, of the 

forever frozen (because ceaselessly repeated) gesture, which is embodied in the 

idea of the map, and which is associated for him not only with the longing for flight 

but with various attempts to associate it with human freedoms, no less than 

material flux.""' 

By painstakingly overcoming technical barriers endemic to the lens, 

Greenaway uses the camera in  a close-up rostrum technique to retro-spectively 

consider and follow the traces of the collaged images by once again peeling and 

dissecting the painted, glued and scarred skins of the maps, hinging them with 

other more conventional cinematic images. The film is a film cast over the painting 

in which the eye roams and is disturbed by the unexpected flatness of the 

cinematic experience. The closeness of the shooting eliminates any back and mid- 

ground; the only depth which exists is contained within the maps themselves. The 

camera is too close to allow three dimensional depth and another sort is requested. 

In searching for some form of expected sernblance the viewer may attempt to rely 

on the obtuse voice over for narrative coherence with the image only to find such 

correspondence is more often than not strained and inaccurate. 

"Maps, then-conventionally, a representative tool for creating order 
from chaos-are inevitably presented as bogus and absurd, so that the 
whole nature of representation is placed in doubt. These painted 
'maps' are exemplary vessels of inauthenticity, their method of 
abstracting nature subverting the reality of being in  the landscape. 
They substitute a cognitive condition of 'being unknownl-an 



ignorance that can be rernedied, at least in principle-for an 
inescapable phenornenological tension which Merleau-Ponty referred 
to as l'être des lointains, the ever-present allure of distant horizons. The 
unreachable horizon locates where the speaker is and provides an 
essential ground of his being and his journeying. This aspect of the 
landscape is rnissing frorn the conventional map, indeed is negated by 
its rejection of the possibility o f  any essential incornpleteness, a 
rejection entirely consonant with the dominant rational view of the 
world. In this way the rnap, seeking to reinforce our well-being and 
self-possession, falsifies Our experience of lands~ape.""~ 

The landscape in  question is reflectively, aesthetically internalized and the 

narrative onus is placed upon the visual and imaginative sophistication of the 

viewer. The intensity of the aesthetic experience is only achieved through the 

cinernatic experience itself as analogically doubled in the descent therne conceived 

as the overt narrative of the film. Furtherrnore, the archetypal therne serves as an al1 

together apt rnetaphor for what has been referred to as the traversing o f  technology. 

Working within technology and its 'twisting' requires a guile comparable to that of 

the hero in the rnythological descent. In Walk Greenaway separates and then 

erotically 'pastes together' the poetic (rnaps) and the technological (carnera) for the 

sake of affecting an original aesthetic experience. His critically qualified respect for 

the potential of technologies available to hirn is evident in the following staternent. 

"The original drawings for [A Walk Through 'Hf] are very srnall and it 
was a delight to rostrurn thern with close-up lenses to appreciate the 
weave and staining of the paper and the details of the paint on the 
paper's surface. The enlarging could only be done photographically 
and i f  those photo-images rnove - then so rnuch more exciting - the 
eye can travel across those srnall surfaces like a plane across an 
artificial and fictional landscape. It is difficult to think o f  a similar 
experience in  any other medium. Paint and canera adding something 
together unobtainable anywhere else. I have used the sarne special 
relationship of carnera and painting in  making slides for opera 
projections - very srnall images enlarged sorne thirty rnetres across - 
rnaking very special characteristics of scale - it is like allowing a singer 
to use arnplified sound - he or she can whisper and sigh and rnake 
very small sounds and still be heard like a Wagnerian soloist.""' 

'"' Ibid.. p62. 

'" Anworh ~ I W W  p l  31, M y  cmphasi<. 
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The painterly depth of the rnap-collages is forced upon and outside of the 

carnera, elirninating or condensing fore, mid, and background. What is figure is 

ground and what is quite literally ground is figure. The twisting of technology, of 

opticality allows for an uncanny sort of deptli which is slightly too close, sliglitly 

too slow. The recognition of this possibility in cinema is utterly dependent upon its 

technological being. As André Bazin observes: "The outer edges of the screen are 

not, as the technical jargon would seern to irnply, the frarne of the film image. They 

are the edges of a piece of rnasking that shows only a portion of reality. The picture 

frarne polarizes space inwards. O n  the contrary, what the screen shows us seerns to 

be part of something prolonged indefinitely into the universe. A frame is 

centripetal, the screen centrifugal. Whence it follows that if we reverse the pictorial 

process and place the screen within the picture frarne, that is if we show a section 

of a painting on a screen, the space of the painting loses its orientation and its lirnits 

and is presented to the imagination as without any boundaries."'" 

Furtherrnore, the rnaps in Walk provide the condensed opportunity for the 

viewer to partake i n  the artistry contained in  the artifacts and in their rnaking 

augrnented by the motion picture carnera. "The film, which constantly plays with 

word, figures, images and the relationship between each, is also an exercise in 

reflexivity; that kind of mannered and oblique self-regard that Greenaway 

developed more fully in later work. It reproduces the process o f  its own fabrication. 

... Greenaway is undertaking a sirnultaneous exploration of the process of narrative 

and the process of film ... [the viewer hears] an evocation of the creation of art in 

the words of the walker: 'Perhaps this territory only existed in rnaps, in which case 

it was the traveler who was creating the landscape as he walked across it.'""' 

Clearly, Greenaway is presenting the audience with a version of one of the rnost 

perennial rnetaphors for 'this journey we cal1 life' through an analogous aesthetic 

walk. In addition, the paradigmatic descent to 'Hf can be regarded as the prototype 

of any fictional, aesthetic, or creative experience. Its rnytho-poetic structure and 

ontological character provide a sort of ur-narrative in  relation to art and artistic 

production. As such, the art of travel is representative of the rnovernent of creative 

':'Andrd Ilazm. 'l'ainting and Cincma" m Wliat is Cincnl.~?, volunic 1 (Hcrkelcy: l967)  pl66. 

':'I'asruc (19971 pbl-2. My cinph.i*is. 



life containing the poetic and mundane frames and strategies which are constitutive 

of the journey in al1 its concrete, poetic derivations. 

The autonomy these maps maintain as works in their own right is evident in 

that it is apparent that the exhibit became before the film and the making of the 

rnaps before the exhibit. These rival contexts create a spatial and temporal 

circularity and interweaving of work(s) which establishes the creative process as an 

artwork in its own right to be reckoned with through the thinking-eye. In this film 

we see the beginnings of Greenaway's preoccupation with a sophisticated forrn of 

self-reflexivity of the made and rnaking where a sophisticated con-fusion of spatial 

and temporal horizons occurs in the aesthetic experience. The creative process and 

the role of 'process' work is thus comrnensurate with the so-called 'final' work. The 

artistry of the work as a whole is thus amplified to the viewer and slhe is given the 

opportunity to partake in  the comprehensive activity o f  making. Thus, the metaphor 

of the journey encompasses the overt narrative of existence and further embodies 

the aesthetic experience and the creative process of the artist in  the making of the 

maps, the exhibit and the film. 

"The drive always to provide a relay back to the base of the artistic 
medium, back to the support, back to the objective conditions of the 
enterprise, is a rnodernist obsession. Vision must never outlook this 
task. It must constantly reaffirm how even the physical givens of the 
picture support-the flatness of the sheet, the rectangularity of its 
frame-mirror the essential features of visuality itself: its simultaneity; 
its reflexiveness. There must be no giving way to transparent illusion. 
There must be no self-forgetting. The four corners of the sheet are more 
than merely physical limit, they are a logical premise. They are the 
conditions of possibility. ... [Tlhey construct a frarne that both 
generates and contains a univer~e.'"~'' 

In contrast, the motion picture carnera represents the penultimate self- 

forgetting by presupposing an objective transparency in its presence as an 

instrument. Directors and cinematographers have often made a conscious attempt 

to recognize its disernbodied and rnasterful presence of the camera but more often 

than not such recognition is trite and quickly becomes cliché. Greenaway on the 

other hand has utilized his vast technical knowledge and 'painterly eye' to subvert 



i t  a much more profound and poetic way while taking advantage of its 

technological being in the service of a standard, means and ends outside of its 

inherent technicity. In other words, Greenaway critically and optimistically 

embraces the inherent technological destiny specific to his art in search of its poetic 

potentialities. 

As a seemingly natural extension of this pursuit, Greenaway excitedly has 

engages present digital technologies in  the making of his art and cinema. A TV 

Dante used video technologies for the extreme form of montage found therein. 

However, the resolution and density of the filmic image prohibits the effective use 

of such technology. It was necessary to utilize recent advances in hi-definition and 

digital technologies to incorporate similar issues into his cinema. For instance, in 

Prospero's Books, Greenaway made a series of digital collages with the Quantel 

Graphic PaintBox which function again as a form of process work for and in the 

film.Ii5 [Figs. 251 Although somewhat out-dated in terms of the technologies 

available at the time, Greenaway enthusiastically engaged the PaintBox for its 

simultaneously digital and 'painterly' properties. In conjunction with available 

hi-definition technology, Greenaway was able to attain filmic resolution in the 

digital imagery so as to be incorporated within the film e f f e c t i ~ e l ~ . ~ ~ ~  

The Pillow Book (1995) also utilizes digital technologies in the collage of 

running and transparent text and framed images within the film. They read as layers 

in  their own right rather than being transparently incorporated in the film. The 

"seams" in  any of Greenaway's work are integral to the intense and often 

overwhelming, cinematic experience. In The Pillow Book they function as a form of 

content in themselves to distract the viewer's perception."' Obviously, such edges 

are capable of being obliterated and made transitionally transparent to the eye 

through digital manipulation. As a matter of fact, this is the conventional approach 

':' Creenaiwy inakcr a ,cric< oi books whicli are bc~utiiully mimatcd and tramiorm magically tliruiighuut tlic iilm. Scc Flp. 
25. 

'" In A TV Oanrc Creenaway \vas ahlc to u\c video cditiiig tcrlinolngies Io achicvc the collage iii im.ipe<, tcrt and round 
diiiicult and costly ii na1 iinpursihlc in iilm. Later. in I'ro~pcro's Books (1991) Iic uwd Iii-dciinitiuii fclcvirion trclinalogici 
(the hi.dcIinition equipmcni. cditing fimc and support was gracinurly dunated hy NHK Hi-Vision. lap.mi ancl tlic 
soifw.ircih.irdwarc oi tlic Craphic I'aintBox to achicw ciiccfs which invwtipatc similar iauer. 



and even purpose of these technologies again conforming to the overarching notion 

of transparency that Our technological being and instrumentality asserts. In contrat, 

the digital work and collages fabricated by Greenaway do not attempt to be 

transparent. They assert their self-conscious artifactual reality and demand to be 

read as sovereign objects-images which instigate their own set of relations and 

meanings. 

Greenaway's understanding of the importance of the technique of collage 

and its artifactual, opaque presence as a medium is readily apparent in  a series of 

digital graphic work entitled, 100 Allegories to Represent the World.""Much could 

be said about this extraordinary body of work, however, what is notable for present 

purposes is the obvious self-conscious resistance to any form of transparency or 

seamlessness in a medium which claims as much for its most powerful quality. Not 

only does Greenaway unapologetically leave the evidence of the layering process, 

he includes the main images and transformations in  the side bar of the exhibit 

catalogue for good measure. [Fig. 261 The multi-layered allegorical mode of 

reference which is set in a contemporary context takes place at the level of the 

image and is characteristically augmented by his obtuse, ironical and humorous 

textual vignettes which accompany the images to provide another layer of 

'reading.' The inclusion of source material is another way of recognizing his literal- 

minded view of artifice and technique as a reciprocal and mutual reversibility 

between the made and making. 

Greenaway's ever increasing interest in new technologies is continually 

conditioned by hi5 long-standing claim that cinema is an artistic medium which has 

never truly asserted its own poetic and technological destiny as an art form. 

Furthermore, he acknowledges that "the plethora of art practices within the 

twentieth century were provoked by dissatisfaction with traditional media or 

inspired by ever-accelerating possibilities o f  new media-performance, 

happenings, installations, video, and cinema itself. Greenaway is at present 

':" '100 Allcprics IO h'cprerciir thc World ir an o r i g d  woik rrcaicd duriiig thc Grand Atclicr oi I'cicr Grcenawny whn was 
mvitcd io work in Sirasbourg by ihc University oi Humanilm in 1995. .... IMlorc tlian one hitndrnl reridenis oi  Sirahurp. 
al1 of \ h o  qrecd IO pose for him. undcr hisi dircrtian, IO rupply Ihc csscniial matcrtal ior thc prolcci. Thc next Uep was tri 
WC rlic photupr~phs iki the extrcinely romplcx and ruphisiicnred proccss of coiiiputer-pcnerarcd tmagcry. canductcd by the 
hiphly rkillcd icani ui Androniaquc. iindcr the iiicirivc and inwiablc eye a i  I'ctcr Gicenaway. Thc cantrihiiiion of 
Andromaque wa< decirive IO ihc crcalion oi th15 work: !lie one Iiundrcd imapcr boih Iiidc and rcvcal a multiiudc of 
maipulaims nwlvmp m o r  than U O O  ih." IWi r  G i innray .  I O l J A l l ~ ~ ~ i c ~  IO h ' e p r ~ r i t h r  WorId~Londonn 19981 p i .  



increasingly interested in CD-ROM, for example, a medium which could have 

been invented for him, although he has been irritated by an insistence that his 

experiments witliin this non-linear, associative, encyclopaedic, hands-on mixture of 

text and image should be shackled by a demand for a story-board-an old solution 

for a new tech~iology.""~ 



Fig. 24a. b: Peler Creenaway, mapcollager fmm 'A Walk Through H: Crosnwte' (1976.78); 
Thin Cloud Ovei the AirpoU (1976-78) 



Fig. 24c. d: Peter Greenawy, mapçollage (mm 'A Walk Thmugh H: Sweel Bag' (1976-78); Towhide Map' (1976-781 



Fig. 24e, fi Peler Greenaway, map.collages (rom 'A Walk Thmugh H: Walk Thmugh I r  119781; M o  Killed C a k  Robin?' (19781 



Fig. 24g. h: Peler Greenaway. mapcollages fmm *A Walk Thmugh H: The Amstwdam Map' (19781; 7he L a  Map-11978) 



a 
Fig. ZSa, b: Peier Creenaway, digiial-mllages fmm 'Prorpem's BmW (19911 



Fig. 2Sc. d: Peier Greenaway, digitalcollages fmn 'Pmrp~o's Books' (1991) 



0 
Fig. 25e. l: Peler Greenaway, digilalcollager fmm 'Pmspero's Books' (1991 1 





Fig. Zba: Peter Creenaway, digillcollage, 
'Diana.'with layw information h m  

"100Allegorier to Reprerenl the World'(19961 



Fig. 26b-e: Peler Greenaway, digital-collages fmm '1 W Allegories to Represent the Wotld: Hermaphiodite; Part; P m t ;  Future' (19961 



Fig. 26f: Peter Greemway, dighl-collage fmm '1 00 Allegories to Represent the World: Archileci' 11996) 



VERDINDUNG: I'OETICALLY TRAVERSING AND TWISTING TECHNOLOGY 

"ITlhe essence of tlie art of poetry is not the ditlactic exposition of things or tlie exposition of 
ideas but tlie creation of a machine of language which almost without fail puts the readcr in a 
certain poetic state. Movies, likewise, always have a story and often an irlea but the function of 
the film is not to make these facts or ideas known to us. ... ldeas or prosaic hcts are only there 
to give the creator an opportunity to seek out their palpable symbols and to trace their visible 
and sonorous monogram. The meaning of a film is incorporated into ils rhythm just as the 
meaning of a gesture may immediately be read in that gesture: the film does not mean anything 
but itself. ... The joy of art lies in ils showing how something takes on meaning-not by 
referring to already established and accluired ideas but by the temporal or spatial arrangement 
of elements."i'O 

"Anyone who thinks about the matter finds it astonishing thst very often a good painter can also 
make good drawings or gootl sculpture. Since neither the means of expression nor the creative 
gestures are comparable, this fact lof competence in several medial is proof that there is a 
system of equivalences, a Logos of lines, of lighting, of colors, of reliefs, of masses-,i 
conceptless presentation of universal Being. The effort of modern art lis to multiplyl the system 
of equivalences!"" 

The staggering quantity and diversity of Greenaway's interests and range of 

artistic abilities has opened the way to his discovery of new dimensions of the 

cinematic and artistic universe through a concomitant traversing and twisting of 

technology. Greenaway's concern for cinema's inscription in  the kinetic 

(dis)embodiment of visuality is at once an extreme frustration and subversive 

excitement. From an art historical and critical perspective Greenaway cannot be 

faulted in his knowledge, wit and understanding. Furthermore and more 

significantly here, Greenaway theoretically and practically understands the 

structure and techniques employed in a broad range of artistic disciplines, 

specifically painting and collage. His hand is primarily that of a painter's and it is 

through the hand that the visible which excites the eye is restored in the objects he 

makes. Although primary, painting is but one of several modalities in which 

Greenaway pursues his vast and diverse image manufacture. He leaves little 

unquestioned and unqualified in the inherently technological medium of cinema in 

a search for its poetic destiny. He proceeds according to a regimen which 

interweaves traditional and technological media in the hopes of discovering 

meaningful potentialities and possibilities in art and making in general as an 

important, serious, inherently political and ontologically governed enterprise which 

is necessarily multiple. 

0 
'"'Mcrlcau-l'onty. "Tlic Film and thc Ncrv Pryclxlogy." Scn$c.irid Non-Fen~eIEvansion. 1964) "57 



The "system of equivalences" which activate and unify the multiplicity of 

arts in aesthetic experience is no1 conceived as transparent to thought but 

perceived through a disinterested embodied and opaclue form of inter-action. The 

wide-ranging creative activity which Greenaway cultivates is an indication of the 

character and intensity of his effort to multiply the system of equivalences within 

his art. The disinterested nature of perception is particularly prominent in gallery 

and museum exhibits, urban installations and architecture, al1 of which Creenaway 

has a keen interest if not direct involvement as an artist. Through his work he 

attempts "to offer a multifaceted experience that is akin in fact to the way we go 

about the worlcl-absorbing and learning through casual, incidental and focussed 

observation, through conscious research, through the opinions of others, through 

jogged memory, through accepting and rejecting received information and 

developed prejudices, and through imaginative reinterpretation and apparently 

non-consequential dreaming taken to the point of exhaustion!'"' The complicity of 

art and life as meaningful is largely an issue of this disinterested perception from 

which the "universal presentation of being" is intuited. 

I n  his recherché directed toward the aesthetic experience as such, 

Greenaway produces an immense amount of work-as-process to reciprocally 

inform various strategies and aspects of making, seeing and being. The role of this 

contingent and ontologically novel work plays in  his efforts to traverse and twist 

technology in the service of poetic manifestation cannot be underestimated. 

Furthermore, his integral and continual re-vitalization and subsequent 

incorporation of works of varying ontological statuses into other work is proof 

positive of the system of equivalences at work in work. Many of these artifacts have 

been used in films, various exhibits, layered graphic work and publications. As the 

context changes, thus the meaning. Furthermore, as stated upon the inception of 

this discussion, "a work of art does not obliterate the traces of its own createdness." 

The artifactual biases inherent to a medium andlor technique are traces of process, 

of time in making which form a map to be read by a (dis)interested spectator. As 

such, the becoming-art of art is presented as an integral part of the aesthetic 
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experience and the (rehctivation of the spectator. Meaningful contingency is built- 

in through this intertwining and con-fusion of the process and work horizons. 

Temporal and spatial dimensions work together to phenomenally deepen the 

aesthetic experience as re-occurrence and transformation within multiplicity. It is 

through this confusion of the temporal and spatial horizons that Greenaway sets the 

work to work in a unique modality. 

All artists have some form of a theory of artistry whether explicit or not. 

Artistry requires a looking back or retro-spection in order to refine and refer to 

one's own work and the world of which it is a part. Such self-reflexive and 

reflective turns are found within the comprehensive activity of making which, when 

actively and bodily engaged, is possessed by a profound modality of thought and 

authentic action specific to the creating self: thinking through making. By 
descriptively and hermeneutically considering the form and style of the creative 

process as a subjective and contingent activity it is possible to gain insight and 

understanding of this ultimately inexplicable event. The practice of art is a silent 

science which works by way of a preconceptual and prelinguistic knowing peculiar 

to the lived body. These phenomenological-hermeneutic 'turns' involve a looking 

back or coming back (re-living) to the past since there can be no 'leaving behind' of 

our history or technology. While decidedly not prescriptive, they contain the 

possibility to be simultaneously inventive and reconciliatory in  the sense of 

partaking "in the lacunary tissue of the non-achieved present that the originary is to 

be recaptured.""' As stated previously, "artistic manifestation is a paradoxical 

process born out of and remaining in concert with, while simultaneously affecting, 

the order of the lifeworld. The way in which our objects of art are imbued with this 

vitality is first and foremost a question of an embodied making: 'Conception' 

cannot precede 'execution'." 

Technological disclosure and the seduction of contemporary technologies 

alone does not allow for a critical distance in which to operate in terms outside of 

our technological destiny. As a matter of fact, technological being explicitly 

attempts to trivialize and obliterate poetic forms of manifestation. The objective and 

transparent fallacy of technological modalities of disclosure and its instruments are 



dissected and interrogated by Greenaway through a recognition ancl participation 

with embodied, opaque making. In al1 realms of manifestation toclay and 

specifically for present concerns, cinema and architecture, it is impossible to leave 

teclinology behind in an effort to bring fortli a poetic, meaning-full program. 

Tlie form and style of making founcl in the multi-disciplinary oeuvre ancl 

artistry of Peter Greenaway is an exemplar of the traversal and twisting of 

technology in search of its poetic possibilities. He enthusiastically and critically 

engages the technologies available while ardently cultivating his artistry on several 

often contradictory levels. As loosely analogical to cinema, the production of 

architecture is for the most part dictated by instrumental, technological moclalities 

of disclosure of whicli perspectival modalities of seeing and rnaking the worlcl is 

seen as 'natural' or as an unquestionable given. It is the perversion of this so-callecl 

given as it is found in cinema that is primarily responsible for the uneasiness ancl 

affectivity experienced in several works of art made by Greenaway. The lesson 

such cinematic twisting holds for the profession and pedagogy of architecture lies 

in  the necessity to understand Our technological destiny and situatedness, 

intertwined with the healing potential of art, as essential to reveal poetic possibility 

within the contemporary context. The phenomenological "script of looking" can 

serve as an equally profound artistic program for architecture as evidenced by 

various notable twentieth-century architects such as Le Corbusier who 'painted in 

the morning and did architecture in the afternoon.' Architecture must recognize 

and continually be self-conscious of the artibctual and technologically determinecl 

biases contained within the representational systems and methods of production in 

order to be critical of, while not attempting to negate, our technological being with 

the hopes of authentically bringing-forth artifacts which poetically transcend Our 

modern technological destiny. Otherwise, what we may be left with is an 

instrumentally and technologically dictated discipline with little hope of emerging 

from banality at best and a demoralizing disregard for Our built world at worst. 
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